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About this Book
Many of us start using the Internet in a haphazard, hit and miss fashion.

Initially we just log on and start surfing the Net, hoping to find
something interesting. This book aims to provide a more structured
approach to using the Internet and the powerful tools it provides.

The first chapter covers electronic mail, including sending, receiving,
forwarding and replying to e -mails. Useful features such as fie
attachments and address books are described. The chapter also covers
choosing an Internet Service Provider and connecting to the Intenet.
Retrieving information is covered in the second chapter. The ..arious
types of search tools - search engines, directories and search agents are described, together with basic techniques for making searches
more focused and successful. Methods of saving and printing text and
graphics extracted from Web pages are also discussed.

The remainder of the book describes the creation of ycur own Web
pages. First, writing your own code in the HTML language is covered.

At least a smattering cf knowledge of this subject

is

considered

essential even if you eventually create your pages using Web design
software. This latter topic is discussed in Chapter 5. The final chapter
describes the publishing of Web pages, including uploading to the
Internet and attracting visitors to your site.

The text should be useful both to the general reader and to stucents of
introductory Internet cou-ses such as Becoming WebWise from the
BBC and the Internet Technologies Stage 1 course from Oxford
Cambridge and RSA Examinations. Relevant practice exercises and
skills checklists are incluced throughout the text. Details of the syllabus
for Internet Technologies Stage 1 are given in the Appendix, together
with a list of relevant publications from Oxford Cambridge and RSA
Examinations. These include sample practical assignments.
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Electronic Mail
Introduction
E-mail is one of the most heavily used facilities on the Internet. It has
revolutionized communicatio-i between people and altered forever the
everyday routines in the office and work place E-mail is an alternative

to the conventional letter post, the fax, the telephone call and the
personal visit. On the negative side, the sheer convenience of e-mai
means so-ne people are cverwhelmed trying to reply to several dozen

e -mails a day. Many of these are unsolicited junk mail, known as
"spam". Some people miss the human coitact allowed by more
traditional

methods of communication, such as face-to-face
conversations. Previous more leisurely times allowed people to indulge
in the art of letter writing; e-mail aficionados favour a cut -down version

of English in which style has been replaced by brevity in the form of
abbreviations and acronyms, such as "TNX" for "thanks".

The E-mail Process
Internet Explorer includes its own e-mail program, Outlook Express.
Such a program, known as an e-mail client, allows you to type in iew emails and to read and store tie e -mails sent to you by other people.
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You would normally create a new e-mail message working off-line, after
clicking New Mail, as shown below on the left.
tiff Inbox - Outlo
File

Edit

New Mai

Inbox

4

Outbox

Sent !tans

Deleted Item
13511

Vit

When you've entered your message, along with the
e-mail address of the intended recipient, you would
give the command to send the e-mail. Initially the
message will be placed in the Outbox, shown on the

left. As soon as you connect to the Internet, the
message is sent to the mail server of your Internet
Service Provider, such as MSN or AOL. A copy of
your outgoing message will be kept in the Sent Items
box on your computer, shown below on the left. The
computer handling the outgoing mail at your ISP is

known as an SMTP Server (Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol). Then the message is delivered and stored
at the mail server of the recipient's Internet Service
Provider. The computer handling the incoming mail at
the ISP is known as a POP3 (Pcst Office Protocol)
server. Next time the recipient reads their e-mail, the
new messages are downloaded to the Inbox on their
computer and saved on their hard disc.

So when you send someone an e-mail, the message is not directly
transmitted to their computer. Although the e-mail may arrive at the
recipient's ISP mail server in a matter of seconds, it will sit there unread

until the recipient checks their mailbox. Of course, if you arrange to
send important mail to a friend or colleague who is standing by to
receive it, the whole process can be completed in a few seconds. Used
in this way e-mail is much faster then conventional methods.

A major feature of e-mail is the sending of attachments. These are files
of any sort - text, graphics, spreadsheet, sound, etc., which are "clipped"
to an e-mail message and sent along with it. I have used this method to
send complete books to the printers. Although very large files can take
an hour or two to transmit electronically between computers, via the
telephone lines, manuscriv.s sent by conventional post can take days.
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E-mail also avoids the expense and inconvenience of packing one
posting. Distance is irrelevait - the cost is just the charge for a loca
telephone call.

Another major advantage of e-mail over conventional mail, is the ease

with which you can send multiple copies to a wide cirmlaticn list,
without the need to physically address lots of envelopes, etc. You
simply select the recipients' names from your electronic address book,
which is created by the e-mail program. If you're involved in seisitive
work, you can send "blind copies" so that recipients don't know who else
has received a copy.

There are e-mail features to automate the sending of an immediate
reply to a message and to forward a copy of a message to someone
else. You can arrange to be automatically not fled when someone has
read an e-mail that you have sent to them.

E -mails remove much of the clutter of the conventional letter post on
paper, although a hard copy can be printed if necessary. E -mails can be
organised efficiently into fclders.

Whereas a copy of

a

document,

graphic, or

photograph

etc ,

transmitted by a fax system may be of dubious quality, files sent as email attachments should be as good as the oricinal.
E-mail programs like Outlook Express and Eudora Pro allcw the text cf
the message to be formatted with different fonts, graphics and in the
HTML code used in Web pages, including links to Web sites.

Many Web sites now include links designed to encourage visitors to
contact them via e-mail. Obviously this feature is heavily explo ted by
businesses seeking orders, out it's equally use'ul for any organization cr
individual wanting to gather information or start a debate. =or example,
someone researching their family tree may so icit responses from other
family members visiting the site. When a visitor clicks a lirk of the type
Send us an e-mail, their own e-mail program opens up with the reply
address automatically inserted. The visitor only needs to type in the text
of their message and click Send.
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E-mail Requirements
The Windows CD provides all of the software tools needed to set up
your machine to start sending and receiving e -mails. There is also
alternative software from companies other than Microsoft, such as
Eudora Pro from Qualcomm Incorporated.

Since e-mail is an integral part of the Internet, getting connected to the
Net is the first priority. At one time this was quite complex but now with
later versions of Windows and its Internet Connection Wizard the task is
quite easy.

A PC capable of running Windows is the basic requirement, with a
modem correctly set up and connected to a telephone line. In order to
send and receive electronic mail, you also need:
A Connection to the Internet provided by an Internet Service
Provider (ISP) or an Online Service.
An E-mail Program such as Outlook Express or Eudora Pro.
An E-mail Address

Connections to the Internet
In order to use the Internet (for both e-mail and browsing the World
Wide Web), you need to open an account with a company providing
Internet access.

Before starting the process to connect to the Internet, you must first
choose an Internet Service Provider (ISP). This is a company with fast
and powerful computers (known as servers) directly connected to the
Internet. The ordinary user connects to the Internet via the ISP servers,
in most cases using a modem and telephone line. Part of the setup
process includes the creation of a dial -up connection to enable your
modem to dial the telephone number of the ISP's server computer.
This will enable you to connect to the Internet via one of their server
computers, using a telephone number which they provide.
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Your Windows Desktop p-ooably already shows a number of Internet
tools, as shown below.

Internet
E plorer

E rrtess

Online Seri/ices

rt
OW

liritr
.

AOL t:',, Intel -el*.

Setup VISN

Trial

Internet A...

In the extract from the Microsoft Windows Desktop shown above,
Internet Explorer and Outlook Express are -espectively the Internet
browser and e-mail programs included with Windows. AOL (America
Online) is the "World's No.1" Internet Service Provider while MSN is
Microsoft's own Internet Service.

Typically you pay for their services by a monthly or yearly subscription,
although recently there was been a spate of "free" connection services.
Some companies (like AOL, Freeserve and BT Internet; offer
"unmetered" services which allow you to go online for as long as you
like

for one fixed monthly/yearly fee. To avoid receiving massive

telephone bills, connection to the Internet must be available at the local
telephone rate.

When you start to set up a connection to the Internet using Microsoft's

Internet Connection Wizard, you are presented with a choice of
companies. These fall into two categories Online Services and
Internet Service Provide -s.

Online Services are provided by companies such as AOL, and The
Microsoft Network (MSN). In addition to giving you access to e-rrail and

the World Wide Web, tie on-line services also provide their own
extensive news and information pages.
5
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You can see some of these companies by double clicking on the Online
Services folder on the Windows desktop.

p![1©

C:W/INDOWSlIDesktop\Online Services
File

Edit

View

Favorites

Search
Address

Heb

Tools

-.2.1Folders

top'...11nlin

Irr
E arthlink
Intern.

Prodigy
Internet

Some Internet Service Providers (ISPs) offer a specialist connection
service to the Web, without the private news and nformation pages
produced by the Online Services.

The Online Services also function as Information Service Providers
(ISPs). Therefore, in general, future references to SPs in this book
should be taken to include the Online Services.
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Many of the Internet Service Providers offer a free 30 day evaluation
period, although you will normally have to provide your cred t card
details at the outset. You ;:an often obtain CDs containing trial Internet
connection software free on the front of magazines. Some of the larger
players in the field such as America Online (AOL) and The Microsoft
Network (MSN) may send you a CD in the post, if you have found your
way onto their mailing list. You can also start the ball rolling by opening
up the Online Services folder on your Windows desktop (as shcwn on
the previous page) and double clicking on one of the icons.

Signing up for an Internet account is very easy, but you have to give
your credit card details before the trial period begins. If you don't want to
continue with the account, you must extricate yourself at the end of the
trial period. The onus is or you to stop the subscription - otherwise your
monthly payments will start automatically. It's a good idea, at the start,
to note the arrangements for cancelling the account.

Until recently a number of companies were offering a "free" Internet
connection service (not just for a limited trial period of 30 or 100 hours).
Some of these services have since reverted to a monthly subscription,
typically £14.99 a month.
Some criteria for choosing an Internet Service Provider might be:
Speed and reliability when connecting to the Internet.
Telephone access numbers available at local telephone rates.
The monthly or yearly subscription charges.
The number of e -.-nail addresses per account.
The quality and cost of the telephone support service.
Support for the la-.est technology (such as 56K V90 modems)

In the case of Online Services providing content, the quality
and quantity of the pages of information - news, sport, travel,

weather, etc., and their value as a research and learning
facility.

Parental controls over children's access to inappropriate Web
sites.

Amount of Web space available for subscribers tc create their
own Web sites and any charges for this facility.
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It's very easy to be confused by the large number of competing deals
offered by the Internet Service Providers. A good source of help is the
computing press, which regularly publishes helpful comparisons of the
various ISPs and their cha -ges.

Making the Connection
This section assumes your computer has Microsoft Windows installed
and the modem is up and running. It is also assumed that you have set
up an Internet browser such as Microsoft Internet Explorer or Netscape
Navigator. There are several ways to launch the process of connecting
to an Internet Service Provider or Online Service. Many of the services
provide a free CD which just needs putting in the drive, then you follow
the instructions on the screen. Or you can open up the Online Services
folder on the Windows desktop and start the process by double clicking
on a service.
Microsoft Windows provides the Internet Connection Wizard to simplify
the process of connecting to the Internet. Double click the

icon on the Windows Desktop, shown right, or select
Start. Programs, Accessories, Communications and
Internet Connection Wizard
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Connect!
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Apart from reminding you that your computer must be connected to the
telephone line by a modem, you are given the choice of creating a rew
Internet account or transferring an old one. The Third option includes a
connection via a local area network and relates to Internet Connection
Sharing by network client machines not fitted with their own modem.
If you choose to sign up for a new account, you will be connected to the
Microsoft Internet Referral Service which presents you with a list of the
available Internet Service Prcviiers in your area.
Inteinei Connection Wizaid

SWF 1 I SWIM, an Mammal wane wreak.
Clich N. to use UE Drew at you Wane Arno. ponder It you s.oM he to knit smithy :and
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up to 56.000 baud
Y56fle.
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Selecting one of these leads onto a sign-up process provided by the
individual Internet Service Provider. This gives details not only of the
monthly charges for the service but also ary additiona facilfies
provided. A telephone number is usually given, which can be use: to
cancel the account, if necessary, after the expiry cf any free trial period.
Whichever ISP you choose to subscribe to, you will be presented with
dialogue boxes which require you to enter your personal detai s such as
name, address, telephone number and the details of your credit card.
Plies* Ent., Your Details
Tale

Flmil Phan
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E-mail Addresses
When you sign up for an Internet account you will be able to choose, or
be given, your own e-mail address. This is a unique location enabling
your mail to reach you from anywhere in the world.
Common types of e-mail address are as follows:

stella@aol.com
james@msn.com

enquiries@wildlife.org.uk
The part of the address in front of the @ sign is normally your user
name or Internet login name. The second part of the address identifies

the mail server at your company, organization or Internet Service
Provider. The last part of the address is the type of organisation
providing the service.

In the previous addresses .com refers to a commercial company. Other
organisation types include:
.edu education

.gov

U.S. government

.org

non-profit making organisations

.co

UK commercial company

Finally the e-mail address may end with a two digit code to denote the
country, such as uk or f.
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Some Internet providers only allow you to have one e-mail address
unless you open and pay for 'urther accounts. However, there may be a

time when you need more than one e-mail address, perhaps for
different members of your family or to separate business and sccial
correspondence. A number of companies offer free e-mail accounts -

the only obvious drawback peing that you nay have to endure
additional advertising. One of the well-known free e-mail services is
Hotmail, operated by Microsoft and sponsored by advertising. This
service is intended for peop e who are already paying for one e-mail
account through their subscq tion to an Internet Service Provide- or
Online Service.

It is extremely easy to set up a new Hotmail account - just if! in a few
personal details after logging on to the Web site at:

www. hotma Lcom
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Hotmail is based on a Word Wide Web site and uses your Internet
browser rather than specialist e-mail software. Web -based e-mail
provides easy access from remote locations anywhere in the world. You
can also use Hotmail to read the e-mail you have received through your
conventiona e-mail accounts with other services.
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Using Outlook Express
Outlook Express is the e-mail program provided as part of Microsoft
Internet Explorer. It should have been installed when Windows was
installed on your computer, but if not it can be added by selecting Start,

Settings. Control Panel and Add/Remove programs. Select the
Windows Setup tab and make sure there is a tick next to Outlook
Express.
Add/Remove P-orgrams Properties

ineavuririsial Windows Sett.* I Startup Disk
To add a remove a vuovorent, select a clear the check box If
the check box is shaded. oriy part of the component wil )e
installed To see what's included n a t.unw d, click Details.
Lomporients
Multganguage Support

0 3 MB
14 3 MB

aMultrnadia
tr) °nine Services

1

7 MB

0 1M8

System Toots

Space used by, entailed components

44 E MB

Space iegtaed:
Space available on disk
Description__

0 C MB

3366. M B

-

Easy to use Internet e -mad and newsgroup leader

Outlook

Once installed the program can be launched from Start,
Programs and Outlook Express or from its icon on the
Windows Desktop.

Ewes

Nero Burning Rom
Accessories
4

-Documents
Settings

k

IN

Microsoft Word
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Search

12

Microsoft Excel

Outlook Express

Netscape Communicator
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When the Outlook Express window opens, click the New Mail icon to
start with a blank message as shown below.

When you first start Outlook Express it will try to connect you tc the
Internet. This is not necessary while you are composing a message, so
to avoid connection charges click the Work Offline button. There is also
a Work Offline option on the File menu.
dt
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Bcc
Subiect

I stela@msn corn
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I r,nden Destg, d taaorl Bottom

zj FE 2:-.
The plans for the new garden are now cornplate and we should be ready le steel well next leash. Wodd
you please confirm that you wish to proceed with this work, so that we can merge to hire the
necessary equipment

To:
Enter the e-mail address of your recipient in the To: slot Selecting
recipients for your e-mail frorr an electronic address book is discussed
shortly.

Cc:
To send copies of the e-mai to additional recipients, list their e-mail
addresses in the Cc: slot. In this method of sending multiple copies,
everyone can see who else las received a copy Df the message.

Bcc:
This slot doesn't appear unt I you select View and All Headers from the
Outlook Express menus. If you place e-mail adcresses in the Bcc: slot

instead of the Cc: slot, reap ents won't see who else has received a
copy of the message.
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Enter a meaningful title in the Subject: slot, so that the message can be

easily identified at a later date. Then it's just a case of typing in your
message. Notice that Outlook Express has many of the features of a
word processor, with formatting options such as bold, italic, underline,
bullets, numbering and justified text. The format menu also offers a full
choice of fonts. There is a spelling checker and the very useful Undo
button. The Encrypt feature is used to ensure that messages can only
be read by the intended recipients.

Testing Your E-mail System
You can see whether your e-mail system is working by sending a short
message to yourself.

Working off -lire, enter your own e-mail address in the To:
slot.

Enter a few wcrds for the Subject:
Type in a few lines of text and click Send.

You will probably see a small dialogue box saying that your message

has been placed in your Outbox until the next time you select
Send/Recv on the main Outlook Express menu as shown below. (To
change between mailboxes, i.e. Inbox, Outbox and Sent Items click
the icons shown in the le't hand panel.)
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When you click Send/Recv you will be connected to the Internet and
the message will be sent to the recipient's Internet Service provider's
mail server. In this exercise, as you are sending the message to
yourself, the message is sent to your own ISP's mail server.

When the message has been sent it is deleted from your Outbox and
placed in the Sent Items mailbox as shown below.
thriaok E aptest

60 Sera Items

Eb
1

fcYaw

*0

w

ICCd,

Message

NM CI
Me(

+9

9*

SerdiRecv

Head Mad

Adckeuot

Sent Items _
I Sttied

.tort 121
tosetonel@rnsr, corn

Gaiden Design as Milton Forlorn

s16, -/k

thitt.

sal* Item,

As the message was sent to your own e-mail address a copy should
now be sitting in your Inbox, as shown below. (When the recipient is a
person in another place, the message will be downloaded from their
ISP's mail server to their computer next time they log on to the Internet
to read their mail.)
OR lobos

Outlook Emmet,

_p

12

9.

+9

New alai

Send/Racy

Addistan

e- Inbox .

!IgIrl From
LlJorn Gaierty

subpect

Recta

Garden Desw d Ullon Bottom

7/10/

Now you can open the e-mail :o read by double clicking its entry in the
Inbox. If necessary, make a ,ard copy using File and Print.
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Dealing with Incoming E -mails
Once you have read the e -mails in your Inbox, there are several ways
of dealing with them. If the e-mail is not important you will probably want
to delete by highlighting it then pressing the Delete key. However, this

only sends them to the Deleted Items folder,
located in the left panel of Outlook Express under
the mailboxes. Mine is currently storing 400 old

Deleted Items

messages. To empty the Deleted Items folder,
select Tools, Options... and Maintenance anc make sure Empty
messages from the 'Deleted Items' folder is switched on, as shown
below. Then click Apply and OK. As soon as you close Outlook
Express, the Deleted Items folder will be cleared of messages.

El El

10 Options
General

I

Read

Spaing

I

Receipts

Security

I

I

Send

Compose

I

Connection

I

I
Signatures
Maintenance

Cleaning Up Messages

12'r gmpty messages from the 'Deleted Items' folds, on exi(
I- Purge deletad messages when leaving IHAP hiders

Saving Your E -mails
The e -mails you receive are automatically saved

in

your Inbox.

However, this soon becomes cluttered and you'll probably want to store

messages in folders of your own choice. E -mails can be saved in
ordinary folders which you create, outside of the mailbox system.
Save Meneogie As
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From the File menu in Outlook Express, select Save As.... The Save
Message As window appears, as shown on the previous page, allowing
you to save the e -mails witl a name of your choice in a folder of your
choice. There is an icon which allows you to create new folders so that
you can save your e -mails in folders under different headings or
categories. The saved e-rrails can be viewed later by double clicking on
their name in the Windows Explorer or My Computer.

Responding to E -mails
Reply
To send a reply to an e-mail sitting in your Inbox, select the e-mail then
click the Reply button. Also note Reply All and Forward below.
nrox
Eli e

luloo

Edo

New Mel

xpiess

Yew

Toils

Heuege

f2o

1;ly

Reply

ReplyAJ

Bel)

Pm*

Fonvard

Delete

Send/Racy

The Outlook Express message window opens up with the name or email address of the sende- of the e-mail alreacy entered in the To: slot.
(In this example I am replying to an e-mail have sent myself). The
Subject: slot is automatically infilled with the original subject, preceded
I

by the letters Re:.
dt Re Garde?' Reagan al Mellon Bollran
Pe

Ede

tew

[need

Fgim

jot* ewe's*

Idea

Rept., e-mail address

or name automhcalty

rfited

Ser

Ca To

to Cc

1

Q] Bcc
Subject

C.Pogr, al Mai. boars

Enter reply here

',rival Message
From: Jim Getenbv

Teat et original
e -mile

To: ruseb ie4msn corn
Sent: Tuesday, July ID, 2001 11 25 AM
Subject: :3a den Design at Milton Bottom
The plans for the new garden are now coo plete
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Note that the above reply also includes the text of the original message.
This option can be switched off in the Inbox of Out ook Express after
selecting Tools. Options and the Send tab. Then click the box next to
Include message in reply to remove the tick, as shown below.
II* Options
Spelling
General

I

I

Read

Secuity
I

F eceipts

Connection
Send

Maintenance
Compose

I

Signatures

Sending

taj

f S aye copy of sent messages in the 'Sent Items' toder

P Send message: immediately
P Automatically put people I reply to in my Address Book

P Automatic* complete e-mail addresses when composing
l Ingkide mess ace in recili

P Reply to messages using the format in which they 'ere sent
Interr ational Settings...

Reply All
Choosing this option ensures that your -eply is sent to all
of the recipients of the original message, whose names or
Reply All
e-mail addresses are automatically infilled in the To: slot.
Otherwise Reply All is sirrilar to Reply, with the option to include the
original message with your -eply.

Forward
This option allows you to send a copy o' an e-mail to one
or more other people. Select the message to be forwarded
Forward
then enter the e-mail name or addresses in the To: slot.
Multiple e-mail addresses should be separated by a semi -colon (;). You

can also enter a short message of your own to accompany the
forwarded message. The Subject: slot will be infilled with the original
subject, preceded by the letters Fw:.
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Using the Address Book
This feature can be used to record all of your regular e-mail contacts.

Instead of typing their e-mail address every time you send them a
message, you simply select their name from the list in the address book.

The address book can be opened by clicking on its icon
on the top of the Outlook Express window.
Add -asses

tr.; Address Book - Main Identito
Fie

Edit

New

Tools

View

Heap

Properties

Delete

Find People

Action

Print

Type name cr select from 141

I Business Phone

E -Mai Address
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Home Pyre

JJm Gatenby
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Alan E:

OIL sicolobalnet.cauk
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__ITushar Dasghose

tushard@MICROSOFT COM

4I

To make a new entry manually, click New as shown abcve and the-i
type their details in the Properties window, shown below.
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Adding Contacts to the Address Book
Apart from the contact's name and e-mail address, you can store a
mass of other information such as their business details and a clickable
link to their Web site, if a site exists.

New contacts can be added automatically to the acdress book, when
you send a Reply to their e-mail. This option can be switched on or off
in Tools, Options... and the Send tab.
17 Automatic* put people I reply to in my Address Book

Senders of mail can be added to the address book by right -clicking their
name in the Inbox. Then click Add Sender to Address Book.

Infilling Addresses into a New Message
Instead of typing the e-mail address into the
To: slot, click the book icon next to the word
To:. This brings up the Select Recipients window. Select the names of
the people you wish to receive the message, then click To: (or Cc: or
Bcc:) to transfer them into the Message recipients: panel, below.

DJ

To:

Tip. name Of salsa hint fat

!Li

Fe

Men Isteesty s [wads

N..

1.1

I EMMA

ao. Gates*,
31,A0

Ohne

Lenin/Nee Dassesose

!stead(

Message fecpents

-1

^t/e.

cc

@cc'

Nag Contact

I

Piopstea

a

I

el

Clicking OK automatically places the selected contacts in the To: field
(or Cc: or Bcc: fields, if applicable) of the new messace.
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E-mail Attachments
When you send an e-mail message, you can irclude with it an additional
file known as an attachment. This can be any sort of file, usual'y

selected from your hard disc.

It

could be,

for example, a word

processing document, graphics file, or photograph. As mentioned
entire books (such as this one) aan be sent as e -moil
attachments. The process is relatively slow when using an crdinary

earlier,

modem, but still much faster than the traditional post.

Sending an E-mail Attachment
First the text of a new e-mail is entered in the normal way.
Then click the Attach icon shown left or select Insert and
File Attachment... from the menu bar.

Attach

ROO

Astemik lot new book
EM

Ed

Yen

Insert

Fgenat

Icols

Fie enactment

deb

44

IOC

Check Spam

Send

Ill To.

Message

Attach

Ptwy

Sep

Enc-sp OW*

rosert-;neeG

rfi cc

sub**

Auw,6

FE

II

i un

- OF li

Attached is the artwork kou reyuetIFftdh r the new book If you double click the icon the Paint prr gram
will be launched with the artwort fda Tee Then you can save the file on your hard disc n a direcorF of
your choice

The Insert Attachment box opens to allow you to select, from within
the hierarchy of folders on your hard disc, the file to be attached to the
e-mail.

Clicking

the Attach button

inserts an Attach: field, al icon and

Subject

Attack

Artwork for new book
p

delphosum bmp 137 5 re]

file name for the attachment onto the
e-mail, which is now ready to send. Now click Send and the message
and its attached file will be sent as if they were a single entity. If you
send a large file as an e-mail attachment, sending and receivirg times
will be substantially increased compared with text only messages.
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Receiving an Attachment
When the message (together with the attachment) is received into an
Inbox, the presence of the attachment is shown by a paperclip icon.
This appears on the left of the entry for the message in the Inbox.

c. Inbox.
I siaect

11101V 1 From

Artwork for new book

Gatenby

kia

Double clicking the entry in the Inbox opens up the message together
with the attachment as shown in the window below.
Artwork tor New B -.role
Eike

icit
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/00k
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*32

Reply

Reply Al

Forward

From:

Cab

Message

Pont

Delete

Previous

Jm Gatenby

Date:

T hur:day, July 12.3)01 717 PM

To:

Jen Gatenby

Subject:

Artwork for New Go*

Attack

I

delphir rum hrnp 138 5 V 8l

Attached is the artwork you requested for the new book If
you double click the icon, the Paint program will be
launched with the artwork file open Then you can save the
file on VOW tIBIthilS: in_a_thrflfillf11 of your choice_

To view the attachment running in its own associated program (such as
a bitmap program in Paint or a spreadsheet in Excel) double click the
entry in the Attach: field. You will be given the chance to open the file
immediately with a warning about the risk of viruses. Or you can save
the file

to your hard disc after

selecting a suitable folder.

Any files you receive as e-mail
attachments should be checked
immediately usi-ig an up-to-date
anti -virus program,

like

Norton

AntiVirus or Dr. Solomon's Anti Virus Toolkit.
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Exercise 1: Sending and Receiving Electronic Mail
This exercise involves many of the skills requied for the elemerr "Use
Electronic

Mail

Business

for

Communication"

in

the

Internet

Technologies Stage
course, from Oxford Cambridge anc RSA
Examinations. Ideally you need a contact who will send you an e-mail
with an attachment and two more contacts whc will acknow edge receipt
of an e-mail. However, the send, reply and forward functions can all b3
practised using yourself as both sender and recipient.
1

1.

Create a new message. The message is to be sent to two
contacts of equal priority and copied to another. Their e-mail
addresses should be retrieved from your address book.

2.

Enter the text of the message and add your personal details.

3.

Attach to the message a small file (text or graphics, etc. whin
you have selected from your hard disc.

4.

Send the message. Check that a copy of the outgoing
message has been saved on your computer.

5.

Print a copy of the outgoing message.

6.

Ask a contact to send you an e-mail with an attachment. Open
and read the e-mail and view the attachment.

7.

Add the sender to the list of contacts in your address book.

8.

Use the reply 'acility to inform the sender, with a short
message, that you have received the e-mail. Add your
personal details to the bottom of the message.

9.

Use the forward facility to send a copy of the e-mail and its
attachment to another contact. Include a short messa:e and
your personal details, together with the forwarded e-mail.

10. Save a copy of the incoming messace (from 6. above) and rs
attached file in a folder outside of the mailbox system.
11. Delete the file frcm your mailbox.
12. Exit from the e-mail software using the correct procedure.
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Checklist of Basic Internet Skills
This list is based on the Assessment Objectives of Element 1: Use

Electronic Mail for Business Communication, from the Internet
Technologies Stage
course, from Oxford Cambridge and RSA
1

Examinations. You might wish to check your progress against this list
and, if necessary, revisit any topics requiring further work.

Objective

Create new e-mail message
Use reply and forward facil ties on incoming e-mail

Send a message to multiple recipients
Address outgoing messages using To:, Cc:, Bcc:
Use an address book to store and retrieve address
Store all outgoing messages
Send messages

Send, receive and access file attachments
Access incoming messages
Store incoming messages outside of mailboxes
Store attachments outside of mailbox structure
Delete messages
Print all messages and attachments

Exit the software following the correct procedure
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Retrieving Information
from the Internet
Introduction
The World Wide Web is a collection of billions of pages of information
covering every conceivable subject. A web site is a collection of related
pages, belonging to an individual person or an organization. The Web
pages are stored on many thousands of computers. known as Web
servers, scattered all round the world. In order to retrieve information
from the Web, we must first log on to the Internet and then connect to
the Web server containing the relevant pages. A program called a Web
browser is used to move about the Internet and to view and retrieve
information. The most commonly used browsers are Micrcsoft Internet
Explorer (part of Microsoft Windows) and Netscape Navigator, part of
the Netscape Communicator suite of programs.
In some circumstances, it may be enough to simply view a Web page
on our computer screen. Alternatively, all or part of the Web page can
be downloaded from the lrternet and stored on the hard disc of our own
computer. Then the information can be viewed at any time in the future
while working offline, i.e. without having to connect to the Internet.
If you find a Web page which you think may be useful in future, a link to
the page can be saved as a bookmark or favorite. To return to the page
at a later date, log on to the Internet and click the bookmark or favorite.
This should connect your computer to the required Web page. Al -hough
bookmarks and favorites no-mally only save links to Web pages, rather

than the content of the pages themselves, the Favorites feature ii
Internet Explorer has an option to allow a page to be viewed off-line.
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Apart from viewing Web pages to research a particular subject, some
Web pages enable programs i.e. software, to be downloaded and stored
on your computer. This is now a common way of distributing software,
often on a "try before yon buy" basis, where you can use the program

free for the first 30 days. Further use of the software requires a
payment, the whole transaction being completed over the Internet.
These topics are discussed in greater detail in the remainder of this
chapter.

Connecting to a Web Site
One of the biggest problems with the Web is finding the information.
The information is almost certainly out there somewhere, but how do we
locate it? A key part of any Web page is the URL or Uniform Resource

Locator. This is a unique address which identifies the page on the
World Wide Web. For example,

http:Pwww.mycompany.com
http:
Hypertext Transfer Protocol. This is the protocol or set of rules used by
Web servers. Another popular protocol is ftp or File Transfer Protocol.

www
This means the Web site is part of the World Wide Web.

mycompany
This is the location of the Web server computer hosting the Web site.
Usually a company or organization.
corn

This denotes a Web site owned by a company. Other common domains
are edu for education and org for non-profit making organizations.
An individual Web page within a Web site can be identified by adding its
file name to the URL. For example:

http://www mycompany.com/index.htm
index.htm or index.html is the name normally given to the Home Page
on a Web site.
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If you already know the URL of the requirec Web site, the task is
relatively simple. For example, a company or organization will often give
the address of its Web site cn its stationery or advertising. Simply type

the URL into the Address bar of Internet Explorer and click the Go
button on the right.
G
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On Netscape Navigator, the URL is entered into the Location bar, as
shown below. After typing tie address press Enter.
$` Netscape
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Both Internet Explorer and Netscape Navigator maintain lists of recently
visited sites, which can be ..tiewed by clicking the down arrow to the righ'
of the Address or Location bar. Clicking an ertry in the list returns yon

to the Web site. You can enter a URL while working off-line.

Or,

pressing Enter the browse- will connect to the Internet and find the Web
site.

If you don't know the address of the required Web page or sit, then
there are countless search tools available. These produce a list cf Web
sites which match the key words you typed in.

Using the Address Bar in Internet Explorer to Find Web Sites
Search tools, normally accessed via the Search button in your browser.

are discussed in detail shortly. However, you can also carry out a
search using the Address bar in Internet Explorer. Just type your key
words into the Address bar and click Go. The results of the search can
be presented in various ways, depending on the settings in Tools,
Internet Options and Advanced, as shown below.
Search torn the Addles bet

A When seschng
o [..131ey moils. end go to the most Welt, ste
o Do not search horn the Addles: be
0 ,tat display the results In the men window

0 .ust go to the most May ste
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Searching the Internet
There are billions of pages of information stored on the World Wide

Web. Whatever topic you want to find out about, no matter how
obscure, someone is likely to have uploaded Web pages about it. In
theory, this makes the Web the ideal tool for research on any subject
under the sun. However, without a little knowledce about searching
methods there can be frustration and wasted effort.

Suppose you have the pleasure of seeing a woodpecker in your garden

and want to find out more about it. To search for information on the
Web, we enter key words or phrases in a search program like Google
shown below. Entering the key word woodpecker returns an unwieldy
list of 152,000 Web pages, each containing the word woodpecker.
36°0910Se/war woodpecker - Microsoft Interne Explorer
pe

Leo

yew

Fpxontes

jools

111[1E3

Eelp

4- Back

j ,r4 Go

Alidiett fj Hip //w ex google corJxeach'7a-woodpecker&be4

Advanced Search

Gth.Sle

Preterencec

Google Search

woodpecker

Searched the web for woodpecker
Regional > North America >

I'm Feeling Lucky

1

10

157.000

1.

arch tc,rr. 0.711

> Maine > Business and Economy > Entertainment

Recrea

Woodpecker Records Home Page
DIRECT FROM THE MASTER
... WOODPEOIER RECORDS PO Box 815 York, Maine 03909 USA
24 hr phone (207) 363-18E6 363-7263 (fax) info woodpecker corn ...
Ox=,-,iriti,,r: York Ongmal recording and CDs available from Harvey Reid Site has extensive links,
biography
arid

dricrriv

Lr.lerli,rtrnent

r. Internist

The problem is that by typing simply "woodpecker", we have found
152,000 pages where the word occurs, in some context or other, often
in the name of some product being advertised.
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Very many of the pages found have no relevance to our quest for
information about the species of bird. We therefore need to find ways of
refining the search to eliminate the irrelevant answers.
One strategy is to enter more key words, narrowing down the search. If,

for example, greater spotted woodpecker is entered, the search tool
finds a greatly reduced, bu-. still massive, total of 13,200 results. This is
because the search program finds all pages containing the key words
anywhere on the page, not necessarily together or in the same order.
So, for example, a page co -gaining the irrelevant (in this context) Heart -

spotted Woodpecker, Greater Racquet -tailed and Bronzed Drcngos
is also listed.
Untitled
... We came across one loose flock containing Head -spotted Woodpecker. Greater
and Bronzed Drongos, Asian Fairy BILebird and Yellow-browed Bulbul ...
www.ee princeton edu/-viveldtripsik.erala99 html 16k - Cached Sirrolar p;

ac oupt-

In our bird example, we can narrow down the search much furtt-er by
entering "greater spotted woodpecker". The addition of the inverted
commas ensures that only pages containing the key words in the given
order, in the exact phrase will be found. This modified search found
only 269 (but highly relevant) results.
Advanced Search

Coogie

Preferenc 31

Search TiD

Google Search

[greeter sported woodpecker'
rm Feeling Lucky

"greater spotted waodpecker"

1

in

269

tool, e24,

Greater -spotted woodpecker
Greater spotted woodpecker
'lakirova/toto'dyate13_e html - 1k - Cache

So you can see that quite minor "tweaks" to the search criteria i.e. key
words, can drastically affect the quality and quantity of the results of a
search. These issues are discussed in more detail later in this chap:er.
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Search Tools
Most of us start searching the Internet by clicking the Search button on
a Web browser such as Internet Explorer or Netscape Navigator. On

Internet Explorer, there is also a Search the web bar on the main
Internet Explorer screen and Search/On the Internet... off the Start
menu.
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On the left-hand side you can choose to search in various categories
such as addresses or businesses as well as simply for Web pages.
Most of us would normally just enter our key word in the Find a Web
page containing: slot, click the Search button and wait for the results.
As mentioned earlier, we can greatly change the results of the search
by modifying the key words entered, and this is discussed later.

There is also a lot more to searching than simply accepting the search

tools presented to us by default by our browser. In fact, behind the
Search button on your browser there is a whole battery of programs
working to find the information you request from the Internet.
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Most of these search tools are known as search engines while a few,
although used in a similar way, are known as directories. You can see
the search tools used by MSN by clicking Customize from the search
window shown on the previous page.
lustorteze

earch

ettintis

a Use the search Assistant to smart searchung

r Use gne search service to al searches

P Red a Web page
MSN Search
AllaVista
GoTo corn
Lycos

P MSN Search r Excite
P GoTo :om

r Yahoo'

P Akeviea

r Ewoseek

P Lycos

r Northern Light

If you select Use the Search Assistant... as shown above, you can
then choose a whole range of search tools by clicking to tick the
adjacent squares. The point about using a battery of search tools is that
if one doesn't find the requ red result, the others may - the search tools
don't all work in the same way. It's possible, however, to confine your

search to just one search tool by selecting Use one search service...
as shown above.

Netscape also gives a choice of search tools, namely Espotting, Excite
and UK Plus as shown below. Also note that Netscape displays a list of
categories. Selecting a category, such as Science, ensures that any
search is already confined to the right sphere. This reduces the number
of irrelevant search results compared with an unrestricted search of the
entire World Wide Web.
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Search the Web:
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Search Engines and Directories
There are two main types of search tool. Search Engines and
Directories. Although used in a similar way, they dirfer in the way they
are created.

Search Engines
The search engine is an enormous index of millions of Web pages and
their addresses. The index is created by a program known as a robot,

spider or crawler. This visits every page and follows every link on a
Web site, then copies the text of the pages to its index, along with the
address details. This process is repeated at regular intervals to keep the

index up-to-date. When you request a search of the Web, the search

engine returns a list of the pages which match the search criteria.
Clicking on a link in an entry in the results list calls up the Web page.

Moor u Make Cair0 Jur

To :e 4 OVOs

49t
cap ofEo0.1!

Well known search engines include Google, Excite, AltaVista, Lycos,
HotBot, Ask Jeeves and Northern Light. Google is a very popular search
engine which can be run from its search site at www.google.co.uk.

For more information and details of the vast number of alternative
search engines, www.searchenginewatch.com is well worth a visit.
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Directories
A directory is used to search for information in a similar way to a search
engine. The difference is that a directory is comp led by a human, unlike
the search engine index which is created by a computer. When a fieb

designer submits the details of their Web pages for inclusion in a
directory, a short description is also provided. A human editor reviews

the descriptions and then examines the Web sites.

If

considered

suitable, the details of the Web site are included in the directory. Well
known directories are Yahoc! and LookSmart.
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As shown above, in Yahoo! you can enter key words in the search bar
and click the Search buttor just as if you were using a search engine.
However, a major difference with directories is that the information is
arranged in categories, as shown in the following extract from the main
Yahoo! screen.
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With a directory you car follow down through the :ategories to narrow
down your search. You can also enter a key word cr phrase and search
within a category. Although searching a directory yields less results than
a search engine, the Web pages found should be iighly relevant since
you have already focused on the right category.

The various search engi les might at first seem to be separate entities

produced by different o-ganizations. However, there are all sorts of
associations and alliances in operation. So that although you type your
query into one particular search engine or directory, the answers may
be provided by an entirely different search tool.

At the end of a list of Yahoo! search results there are links to some of
the major search engines, shown below under Other Search Engines.
These should increase the success of the search.
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The reason for these alliances is that the search engine and directory
companies make their living from the advertisements which decorate

their pages. In order to attract advertising, the search engines and
directories must be able to prove that they are heavily used, i.e. they
receive large numbers of "hits" or visits from people browsing the Web.
To increase their presence on the Web and therefore the number of
hits, the companies behind the search engines and directories pay large
sums to other companies willing to include links to heir search engines
or directories.
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Copernic 2001: A Search Agent
A search agent is a program which uses a battery of search tools tc find

what you are looking for. Copernic 2001 Basic is part of a family of
software which also includes Copernic 2001 and Copernic 2001 Pro.
The Basic version is free and, unusually, there is no time limit. To
download a copy of Copernic, log on to the Web site at

http:Pwww.copernic.com
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SUPPORT
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> Preview documents,
> Save your search results,
> Use Quick Search options,

Summarizer
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..'.....r..,.....%

> Creatrs instant summaries using
the most relevantisentences
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Copernic 2001
Basic

When you have downloaded and installed the software
(as discussed elsewhere in this book), it can be launched
from its icon on the
desktop.

CI cking

on Search in the main Copemic
window (shown on the next cage)

allows you to enter your key
words or a question. Alternatively

the search can match the exact
phrase,

search

for

all

words
on
the

anywhere
page) or simply find pages which
contain at least one of the words.
(occurring

lip Th.- *Pt
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You can also choose to search the
entire Web or confine your search
within a list of categories, obtained

Category

by clicking the down arrow to the
right of Category in the New

Search window shown

the

on

previous page.

After you click Search Now you are informed of the search progress as
Copernic puts each of the search engines to work.
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Yahoo!

At the end of the search the results are shown in the Copemic window
with the key words highlighted in yellow.
Title

Address

Score

Sean)

http://www.usaflags. net/
Open
American flags, Betsy Ross flag, and other gems such as American Bald Eagle statues and we/ docks 1eatuarq the

USA Flags

American flag.

U.S.5.T. Hoene Page
http://www.usstock.comf
Atahi
Ckk HERE for a text orgy. version of this page. U. 5 Stock Transfer Corporation. [Home] [What's New] [Search]

[I4ssion] [Feedback (text Ines...
Thenorth arra/tan bald .sole

httplitx.essortrn. .0-rorthamencanb_rrrola.htm
Open
An article about the North American bald eagle, including where these eagles are bcated, their nests, food, habits,

A page is ranked according to the frequency of the key words on the
Web page and the number of search engines which found it. Clicking on
a result launches the required Web page in your browser.
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Searching with Google
Google is a popular search ergine developed by Stanford University. It
is fast and powerful yet easy to use. To start using Google, log on to the
Web site at Google.co.uk or Google.com.
3 Google 14.LitisoII Int.:int:I I xplowi
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E fit Sew!, Web
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0 Page I io -
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'Cush7

Preltatncas

Google Geoid)

I

I'm Feeling Ludy

Search a the web r pages from the UK

Try our new do-it-yourself advertising system -- Google AdWords
r

,

As shown above, you can add a Google toolbar to Internet Explorer. To
start a search, simply type your key words in the search bar then iyess
Enter or click the Google Search button. To go straight to the first Web
page returned by Google, click I'm Feeling Lucky. Notice also that you
can choose to search the entire Web or search only pages from the UK.

As mentioned earlier, the search can be greatly affected by the nu-iber
of key words entered and there are various other techniques which have
the effect of narrowing down or widening the scope of a search. These
are discussed shortly, but for the time being we'll look at a search for

the popular "classic" car frcm the sixties, the Austin Mini Co per.
Although I have entered "austin mini cooper", the same results will be
obtained whether you use upper or lower case letters or a mixture of
both.
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When the previous search was carried out using Google, 1,560 results

were returned in no time at all - the actual search took only 0.69
seconds, as shown across the top of the results list below.
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hopoing > Vehicles > F'ans and Accessories > European Cars = British

Mini Mania 1 Mini Spares - Austin Mini Cooper, Healey Sprite ._
... Specializing in All A -Serves British Cars including Austin Mini, Austin Mimi

Cooper S, Austin Mini 850, Austin Mini 1000, Austin Mini 1275, Austin Cooper ...
Cie,,copti._, British car parts importer Mini, Austin, Moms Minor, Spridgets, Healey, Sprite. Midget,
Bugeye

Category yShopoing > Vehicles > Parts and Accessories > Performance
www minimania corn/ - 4k - Cached - Simiiar page, -

Cars for Sale - Austin Mini Cooper, Healey Spnte, MG....
... 1966, Moms Mini, 1275,cc oper, Sedan, VA, United St, US $12,330, Apr 30, 1961,
Austin Mini,Cooper, 1275,ceoper, Sedan, CA, United St, US $113,5CO3 Apr 30, ...
WWW mirmaroa
cfrODeale,10=4 - 1011.

Notice that each entry starts with one line of underlined text. This is the
page title; clicking in this line opens up the Web page. The text
underneath the title is an extract from the actual Web page, with the key
words shown bold. At various places in the results list, categories are
listed which link to further information which may be relevant.
In

the above example, www.minimania.com/ is the URL or Web

address of the first search result. When two or mare pages from the
same Web site are included in the results, the mcst relevant result is
listed first, followed by the other results from the same site, shown
indented.

4k (4 kilobytes) in the first result refers to the amount of text in the
corresponding Web page

In Google, pages are ranked (i.e. placed near the top of the results list)
based on several criteria. A page with many links to it from other pages
is considered to be important and ranked highly.
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Cached Pages
In order to compile its index, the Google search engine "crawls" a Web

site and makes a copy of every page, which is stored in a "cache".
Clicking the title line in a results list should lead you to the Web page. If
for any reason the actual Web page is not accessible, you can retrieve

the crawler copy from the search engine cache. Click on the word
Cached in the relevant enty in the results list. The cached pages may
not be the same as the latest Web pages but they might still be he pful.

Advanced Searching with Google
There is a link to set up ncre precise searches on the main Google
window. Click the words Advanced Search as shown below
Acyanced `earth

Fetustin mini cooper"

Praterence

Google Search
Search

I'm Feeling Lucky

6. the web r pages from the Uk

The Advanced Web Search window appears, allowing you to specify
the way Google will match Web pages with the key words you have
entered as your search criteria.
Advanced Web Search
Find results

110 results

with all of the words

Language

with any of the words

I

without the words

I

Return pages wntten m

Occurrences Return resuhs where my terms occur

Domains

I LA -11,,

1.1

Google Search

with the exact phrase I

'any language
'anywhere in the page mi

Tiratmn ro.dtc Oran the sea m rimn.mn I

There is a choice of languages for the returned Web pages a"id art
option to specify where your key words should appear on the page, e.g

in the title. Google can restrict a search to a particular Web site or
domain, or exclude a site from the search. The SafeSearch filter is usec
to exclude sites which may be considered unsuitable for children.
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The Basics of Searching
Although there are some differences between indivicual search engines,
there is a set of basic rules of searching which generally apply. Precise
details of which commands apply to which search engines can be found
at http://searchenginewatch.com/ in the feature entitled "Search
Engine Features For Searchers". The following pages gives an overview
of some of the most common commands. When entering the key words

in the search bar on your browser, there is no need to worry about
upper or lower case letters. All search criteria are treated as lower case
and the results are not case sensitive - in the example below, pages

containing austin mini, Austin Mini or even AUSTIN MINI would be
returned.

Using the + Sign to Include Terms
To make sure a word or term (such as a single character or single digit)
is present in any results pages, precede the term with a space and the +
sign when entering the search criteria.

+austin +mini

Search

The list of results will include all pages found with both the words austin

and mini somewhere within the page. The two words need not be
together on the page, or in the same order.
Searched the web for austin mini.

Results 1 - 10 of about 161.000

If you were only interested in cars which had been prepared for racing,
you could narrow down the search by adding an extra key word:

+austin +mini +racing

Search

Web pages will be listed in the results which contain all three words in
any order, somewhere on the page.
Searched the web for +austin mini +racing
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Using the - Sign to Exclude Terms

In the previous example, many of the pages found will refer to the
popular Austin Mini Cooper. Suppose we want to find all ordinary Austin
Minis which are not the high perfomance Cooper model. This would be
achieved by preceding the word cooper with a - sign.

+austin +mini -cooper

Search

The results of the search would exclude all WeD pages containing the
word cooper anywhere on the page.
Searched the web for .austin +mini -cooper.

Results 1 -10 of about 141.000

Phrase Search Using " "
The addition of inverted ccmrnas (quotation marks or speech marks)
around the search criteria means that only WeD pages cortaining the
exact phrase, i.e. all of the wcrds in the same order, will be listed in the
results.

"austin mini cooper"

Search

Searched the web for "austin mini cooper"

Results 1 - 10 of about 1,420

Please note that, in this example, "austin mini cooper" only yields a
relatively small number of search results. Entering the search criteria as

+austin +mini +cooper yields far more results because this wil find
Web pages containing the three words anywhere on the page, not
necessarily in close proximity. You can also combine search criteria as
follows, to include only cars painted in British Racing Green.

"austin mini cooper" +"british racing green"

Search

With such a tight specification for the search criteria it's perhaps not
surprising that only 4 (but highly relevant) results were found.
PL, to! "austin mini coo . er" +"british racinr

reen"

Pe3ults 1

4 or 4
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Bookmarks and Favorites
When you have found a page you are interested in, either by entering its
URL in the Address Bar or as a result of a search, you can save a link to
the page, for future reference. This saves repeating a search later on.

In Netscape Navigator the saved links are known as bookmarks, while
Internet Explorer uses the American word favorites. You can also save
the list of results of a search, as discussed shortly.

Bookmarks in Netscape Navigator
In Netscape Navigator, with the required Web page displayed on the
screen, click Bookmarks off the menu, as shown below.
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Now you select Add Bookmark from the menu shown above. The title
is added to the bottom of the list under My
Bookmarks. The above menu also has an Edit Bookmarks... option.
This allows you to delete bookmarks or organize them into folders.

of the Web page

Whenever you are connected to the Internet in future, any Web page
which has been previously visited (and saved as a bookmark) can be
accessed on-line. Simply click its entry in the list of bookmarks.
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Favorites in Internet Explorer
To save a link to a Web page in Internet Explorer, select Favorites and
Add to Favorites... off the menu. By default, the title of the Web page
appears in the Name: bar. As shown in the Add Favorite dialogue box
below, the default name can be replaced with a name of your choice.
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Favorites can be saved in different folders using Create in << and here
is a button to create a new folder. Switching on Make available offline
allows you to view pages later, when not connected to the Internet.

The Favorites window has an option to Organise... favorites. This
enables entries in the favorites list to be arrangec in folders aid deleted
or renamed, as shown below.
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Whenever you are connected to the Internet in future, any Web page
which has been previously visited (and saved as a favorite) can be
accessed on-line (or offline it this option was switched on wher the
favorite was created). Simply click its entry in the list of favorites.
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Saving a Search
When a search is complete and the results are presented as a list, you
can save the search site and the list of results. In I iternet Explorer click

Favorites and Add to Favorites.... On Netscape Navigator use
Bookmarks and Add Bookmark. This enables you to recall the search
site and the list of search results, at some future dare.

Retrieving the Results List of a Previous Search
On Internet Explorer, click on the entry for the search site in the
Favorites panel on the left-hand side of the window shown above. This
brings up the list of results from the search done at a previous time.
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On Netscape Navigator, select Bookmarks and click Search Results.
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Clicking on an underlined title in the results list in the right-hand panel
(shown in both screenshots above) will take you to the corresponding
Web page.
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The History Feature
Apart from Favorites in Internet Explorer and Bookmarks in Netscape
Navigator, links to visited sites are also saved automatically. This is
done by a History feature in both Internet Explorer and Netscape.

Internet Explorer has a History button, which leads to a list of links to
recently visited sites, in a panel on the left of the Explorer window.
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If you click one of the entries in the History panel, you will be connected

to the corresponding Web page. You may need to click the Connect
button, as shown above, if you are not already on-line to the Internet.

You can set the number of days for which links are kept arid also clear
all entries from History. To access these features in Internet Explorer
select Tools and Internet Options... and the General tab.
History

The History foldar :ontains links to pages you've visited for
quick access to recently viewed pages
Days to keep pages in history:

I6 j

Clear History

1

In Netscape Navigator the History list appears after selectinc
Communicator, Tools and History. Settings for the number of days tc
keep pages and a Clear -listory button are accessed from Edit anc
Preferences....
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Saving Information from Web Pages
Previous pages in this chapter discussed the way the links to Web
pages can be saved using Favorites or Bookmarks. These allow you to
log on to the Internet and reconnect to a Web site visited previously. It is
also possible, when saving Favorites, to make a page available offline.
This means the page can be viewed in Internet Exp orer at a later date,
without connecting to the Internet.
Copies of complete Web pages or just parts of them can also be saved
on your hard disc. The information saved on your hard disc can be used
in various ways. For example:

Copy and paste the information into a word processing
document, as part of

a

report

or presentation.

(While

respecting any copyright issues.)

Send a Web a page to a friend or colleague as an e-mail
attachment.

Print a copy of the information on paper to show other people,
away from the computer.

Saving a Web Page to Your Hard Disc
When you are connected to the Internet, with the required page
displayed on the screen in Internet Explorer, select File and Save As....
Save Web Page
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Before saving a Web page, it's often a good idea to create a new folder,

using the icon in the Save Web Page dialogue box shown on the
previous page. Then enter a name for the file and select from one of
several file formats in Save as type:. These file types include:

Web Page, complete (*.htm,*.html)
This format saves everythi-tc on the page i.e. text, graphics files and
any sound files, etc.

Web Archive, single file (*.mht)
This takes a snapshot of the Web page and saves it as a single file

Web Page, HTML only (*.htm,*.html)
This option saves only the text, in HTML format.

Web pages saved in the above formats can be viewed off-line at a later
date, in a browser such as Internet Explorer or Netscape Navigator.
(The browser can be set to work off-line using the main File menu.)

Text File (*.txt)
This is plain text without any of the formatting features built into pages in

the HTML language. A Text File is universally acceptable to ether
programs such as word processors and simple text editors like Windows
Notepad and WordPad.

Netscape Navigator also uses File and Save As... to save complete
Web pages for viewing off-line.

Saving Part of a Web Page
If you only want to copy say a piece of text from a Web page, a s mple
method (in both Internet Explorer and Netscape Navigator) is:
Select the required text on the Web page.

Click Edit and select Copy from the menu. This puts e copy
of the piece of text onto the Windows Clipboard.
Open the destination for the Web page extract. This might be
a Microsoft Wore document, for example.
Select Edit and Paste to place the Web page extract onto the
page in the document, which can now be saved.
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Saving a Graphic Image from a Web page
While connected on-line to the Internet, with your browser (e.g. Internet
Explorer or Netscape Navigator) displaying the requi-ed Web page:

Right click over the image to be saved. A menu appears
including the option to save the picture in a folder of your
choice. There are also options to create a shortcut from the
Windows Desktop to the Web page or to use the picture as
Windows Wallpaper.
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Select Save Picture As:... from the menu which appears, as
shown above. This leads to the Save Picture dialogue box.

Here you can enter a name for the picture and choose
whether to save it in the .bmp or .jpeg =ormats (discussed
elsewhere in this book).

The picture can now be opened for vieNing off-line. Both
.bmp and .jpeg files can be opened in Paint, which is
supplied as a free accessory to Microsoft Windows. You
might also use the highly rated PaintShop Pro image editing
software to view and possibly modify an ,mage copied from

the Internet. A copy of the graphic image can easily be
printed using File and Print... from the graphics program.
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Printing a Web Page
Both Internet Explorer and Netscape Navigator have options to print
Web pages. From the menu select File and Print.... There is also a
Print Preview... option showing how the pages will print on paper.
Some Web pages print perfectly while you are on-line to the Internet,
while others miss out important information. If you have prob:ems
printing while on-line, try some of the methods described on the
previous pages for saving information from Web pages tc your hard
disc. For example, select all or part of a page then use Edit and Copy
in the browser to place the information on the clipboard, before using
Edit and Paste to put the Web information into a word processcr like
Microsoft Word. Then the information can be printed like any other word
processing document.

Downloading Software From The Internet
It's not always essential to travel to a shop or contact a mail order
company to obtain software. Although many programs are still sold on
CDs in boxed packages, there's a huge amount of software avaiable
over the Internet. This is delivered to your hard disc throug- the
telephone lines or whatever medium connects your computer to the
Internet. Much of this software is known as "try before you buy"; a fully

working copy is downloaded to your machine but the program only
works for an evaluation pe-icd of 30 days, typically. After this time you
must make a payment to continue to use the software. Many of the wellknown software packages can be evaluated and purchased in this way.
These include the latest versions of Web browsers like Internet Explorer
and Netscape Navigator. A site containing a large number of programs
for downloading is the Shareware Web site at:

http://shareware.cnet.com/
Some programs are initially free, but users may be asked to make a
voluntary donation after evaluating the software. Other programs are
completely free, but do not provide all of the features of a fully working
and paid for copy. Essential features like printing may be missing.
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For example, you may be able to download a demonstration version of
a desktop publishing program. This may allow you to create a document
on screen but will not allow the document to be printed on paper.
The main disadvantage of downloading software using a typical modem

and telephone line is that large programs can take several hours to
download. Software is transmitted in a highly compressed format in
order to save time. Compression is achieved using software like PKZIP
and WinZip. These strip out commonly occurring words and features in
a file (such as "the") and replace them with a more compact code.
WinZip is an invaluable tool for creating compressed files (known as ZIP
files) for speedy transmission over the Internet, for example as e-mail
attachments. It can also be used to "decompress" o- extract the files at
the receiving end. An evaluation copy of WinZip is available from:

http://www.winzip.com/
An important feature of WinZip is the ability to create self -extracting
compressed files. This means the ZIP files can be "unzipped" from their
compressed format to a
working format, simply by double clicking

on the file name after downloading the file from the Internet. Self extracting files have the .exe extension after the file name.

The Download Process
The main steps in downloading software from the Internet are:

Connect to the Web site which contains tie software, locate
the Download section and select the requVed software.

If necessary, select the download location from a choice of
servers around the world.

Click the Download button to start transferring a copy of the
program (in its compressed format) to your hard disc.
If the downloaded program saved on your hard disc is an .exe

file, double click the file name in Windows Explorer or My
Computer to install the software on your computer. The
program should now be fully operational. If the downloaded
program is a ZIP file, it will need to be unzipped using a
program like WinZip, before running the installation program.
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Downloading a Copy of Copernic 2001
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, Copernic 2001 is a popular search

agent. A search agent is a program which uses a whole battery of
search engines to carry out a search of the World Wide Web. There is a

family of Copernic 2001 programs and the Basic version is available
free. Unusually, there is no time limit, unlike a lot of software where
there's a charge for continued use after an init al 30 day trial period.
Copernic 2001 must copied from the Internet and installed on your own
hard disc, where it can be launched from the Start/Programs mer u or
by double clicking its desktop icon.

To connect to the Copemic Web site enter http://www.copernic.com/
in the address or location bar of your Web browser. (In general, if you
don't know the complete address of the Web site, simply type in the
name of the company or organization into the address bar. A browser
like Internet Explorer should find the site for you).

From the Copernic 2001 Home Page, select Downloads. This leafs to
the Downloads window shown below, from where you can select the
version of Copemic 2001 and start the process by clicking Dowrload
Now!
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Before starting the actual download, you are presented with a list of
options, such as the ability to reject advertising banners and to select

English as the language. Now click the Download

FREE!

button for Copernic 2001 Basic, which appears under
FREE! as shown on the left. A dialogue box appears
Download
from which you choose Save this program to disk. On
clicking OK you are given the chance to specify the destination folder
for the downloaded Copernic Basic 2001 file. In this example, shown
below, I have selected C:\My Download Files as the destination.
Download
Now!

©©

Save As
My Dowrload

Save r,
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eps102erriexe
cutelly ex*
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My Nehrook Fl

Save mtge..
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At this stage you can, if you wish, create a new folder into which the
downloaded file can be saved. The Create New Folder icon is the
in CI En' middle one shown on the left and in the Save As
window shown above. Please note that the file about
to be downloaded, copernic2001basic.exe is a self -extracting
compressed file. This is the installation program wiich will be used to
set up a working version of Copernic 2001 Basic. If you keep the .exe
file on your hard disc, you can always repeat the installation at a later
date, should the original installation of the program become damaged.

In the above folder you can see a lot of other downloaded .exe files. For
example, cuteftp.exe is the installation program for the CuteFTP File
Transfer

Protocol

program

mentioned elsewhere in this book.
wmp7.exe is the installation program for the Windows Media Player.
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When you click Save the dcwiload process stars and you are informed
of progress by the window shown below.
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Notice that the progress window above gives the name of the .exe
file, in this case copernic2001basic.exe and the destination folder,
C:\My Downloads\. In some downloads, the names will be quite
obscure and it may be worth writing them down for future reference.
When the download is complete, the .exe f le will be saved on your
hard disc. You can select either Open or Open Folder if you want
to start the installation of Copernic 2001 immediately. Alternatively
click Close to do the irstallation later.

To install the new software from the .exe file, open the download
folder in My Computer or the Windows Explorer
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To start the installation process, double click the name of the .exe
file, in this case copern c2001basic.exe. From now on, installation
of the software proceeds in the normal way, requiring you to accept
certain Licence Agreements and to click Next between stages.

Finally you should hare a working version of the
software, Copernic 2001 Basic in this example, which

can be launched from the Start/Programs menu or
from its icon on the Windows Desktop, shown right.
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Exercise 2: Retrieving Information from the Internet
(This exercise involves the skills required for the element "Use the
Internet for On -Line Research" in the Internet Technologies Stage
1

course, from Oxford Cambridge and RSA Examinations.)

Look in a newspaper, magazine or on packaging, etc., and notice how
many companies list their own Web site address. Ncte the Web address
(or URL) of a large organization. The address should be something like
www.entrepreneurs.co.uk/.
1.

Enter the URL you have found into the address or location bar

in your Web browser and connect to the home page of the
company. Follow one of the links to another page within the
Web site and mark the page using the bookmark or favorite
facility on your browser.

You are required to find out about growing hardy perennials.
2.

Use a web -based search engine to find a web page that
contains the relevant information in the form of text.

Mark the page using the bookmark or favcrite facility on your
browser.

Print a copy of the page containing the information.

You need to find out about current UK Monthly Rainfall
3.

Use a Web -based search engine to find a page containing the
UK Monthly Rainfall in the form of a table cr set of numbers.

Mark the page using the bookmark or favorite facility on your
browser.

Print a copy of the page containing the table of figures.
4.

Use a Web -based search engine to find a page containing the
UK Monthly Rainfall in the form of a graph.

Mark the page using the bookmark or favorite facility on your
browser.

Print a copy of the page containing the graph.
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You need to obtain details of a book on the cultivation of delphiniums.
5.

Access the Web site of one of the major on-line booksellers.

Use the local search facilities to locate a Web page displaying
details of a book containing the appropriate information.

Mark the page using the bookmark or favorite faci'ity on your
browser.

Print a copy of the page containing the jook details.

You need to find out further information about the company whose Neb
site you accessed in question 1.
6.

Recall the bookmark or favorite for the company and foliow a
lirk to a new page of information.

Mark the page us ng the bookmark or favorite facility on your
browser.

Print a copy of the page containing the information.
7.

Access your Web browser's bookmark or favorites facility and
check the list of stored URLs. If possible make a printout cf this
list.

8.

Exit from the Web browser following the correct procedures.
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Checklist of Basic Internet Skills
This list follows closely tie Assessment Objectives of Element 2: Use

the Internet for On-line Research, from the Internet Technologies
Stage 1 course, from Oxford Cambridge and RSA Examinations. You

might wish to check your progress against this list and, if necessary,
revisit any topics requiring further work.

Objective

Navigate the World Wide Web using hyperlinks
Access specified remote Web pages.
Store URLs in an appropriate facility
Access a Web page from a stored URL
Use a general Web search engine
Use internal search engine from specified Web site
Retrieve a Web page containing specified text
Retrieve a Web page containing specified numbers
Retrieve a Web page containing a graph
Print Web pages ensuring the content is relevant
Exit the software using the correct procedure.
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Creating a Web Site:
An Overview
Introduction
A Web site consists of one or more pages of infcrmation stored cen-.rally
on a special computer known as an Internet server, allowing access by
millions of people. Web paces usually contain text and pictures bu: may

also incluce other features such as links to other pages, buttons,
menus, order forms, sound recordings, animations and video clips.
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Internet Server
The Web server is a powerful computer located at the premises of an
Internet Service Provider (ISP) - the company that provides your
connection to the Internet, usually at the cost of a monthly subscription.
Well known Internet Service Providers include AOL and Tie Mic-osoft
The Internet Service Provider usually offers its own
information service, consistirg of pages of news and topical information.

Network.

The ISP also provides a gateway to the World Wide Web w th

its

millions of pages covering virtually every subject under the sun.
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ISP should also allow you some space on one of its servers, on
which to store your own Web pages. While you are developing your
Web site, all of the new pages should be saved locally on the hard disc
inside of your computer, normally the C: drive. Wien the Web site is
complete, all of the files can be uploaded and saved on the server of the
company hosting your Web site, frequently the Internet Service
Provider.

Web Browser
The Web browser is a program installed on all computers connected to

the Internet, on which ypu can search the Internet and display Web
pages. Two of the most well known Web browsers a -e Microsoft Internet
Explorer and Netscape Navigator.

Links
An important feature of 311 Web sites is the ability to move between
pages by clicking on special highlighted text, kn)wn as hyperlinks.
These links enable the user to switch to different pages within the same
Web site or to look at a completely
Return to Jim's Home Page
different Web site, penaps on a server in
another part of the world.

Finding a Web Page: The Uniform Resource Locator
Each Web site has a unique address which enables a Web site to be
found on the Internet. This address is known as the Jniform Resource
Locator (URL). To move -o a particular site, the URL is entered into the
Address bar of a Web brcwser, as shown below.
BBC Online - Gardening - Microsoft Internet F xp wet
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Web Page Content
Web sites are created by a diverse range of people for a variety of
purposes. Someone might want to make information available to o:hers

who share a common interest such as a spert or a hobby. A arge
company or organization may use a Web site to promote its products
and services or recruit staff world-wide.

Companies may also create a private informaticn network, known as an
intranet. This is similar to the Web but the pages are accessible only to
users within the organization.

A major advantage of using the World Wide Web to publish information
is that facts and figures can be updated more quickly and easily than
material printed by traditional methods in books and brochures. The
Web can therefore be used to provide up -to -data information on national
emergencies such as the recent epidemic of foot and mouth disease or
the latest results of medical research. High quality information indJding
graphs, maps, statistics arid diagrams can be viewed on the screen or
printed on paper.
Another advantage of Web pages available over the Internet is that they
can be interactive. For example, it's easy to provide a link on screen to

enable the "surfer" to send an e-mail to a pa-ticular address, to fill

in

questionnaires on-line or to download software, videos and music

The Web sites of e-commaroe companies such as Amazon.co.uk allow
you to order goods quickly and easily over the Internet with just a single
click of the mouse.
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Design Consideraticns
Before starting work on producing a Web site, it's a good idea to sketch
out a plan of each page, using pencil and appear. This will include the
layout of text and pictures. If your site involves lots of individual pages
connected by hyperlinks, then a plan showing the way they are to be
linked will be useful.
Home Page

Wekorne
to

MAon Garden Semkes

Lnk

k

V
The Won ienoce
Bach to Horne Page

Contact Us

Back to Home Page

When inserting graphics into a Web page, some caution is needed.
Large graphics consume huge amounts of memory and take ages to
load. This is very off-puttiig for anyone waiting to view your Web site.
Some strategies are available to help with this problem and the subject
is discussed in more detair in the next two chapters.

As with similar activities ike Desktop Publishing, tie tendency is for
novices to use every feature available. This may prpduce a document

which is too "busy", with an excess of different fonts, colours and
graphics. The expression less is more" is particularly appropriate in this
context.

A good strategy is to look at some existing Web sites aimed at a similar
target audience to yours. It's illegal to copy actual material such as

graphics and then insert :hem on your Web site. However, you can
safely look at other sites for inspiration and for general ideas about
style, layout and the use of text and background colours.
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Working With HTML
Web pages are written in a language called HTML (HyperText Markup
Language), discussed in detail in the next chapter. A page of I-TML
coding can look very comp) cated, but it's really just simple instructions
to control the layout of the text and graphics on the Web page. I i the

example below a piece of text is centred and formatted as a large
heading. <h1> is a tag which specifies the heacing in a large font size.
Text !o Appear on the Web Page
Line of HTML Code

/

.\

<h1><center>2001-2002

.''
Closing Tags

Opening Tags

111

Viewing the HTML Code of Existing Pages
The HTML coding used to produce existing Web pages can be viewed
from the browser software. With a Web page open in Internet Explorer
select View and Source from the menus. In Netscape Navigator use
View and Page Source. Fr3m Internet Explorer the HTML code for the
page is displayed in the Notepad text editor, in front of the Web page.
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Methods of Creating Web Pages
There are various alternative ways to produce tl-e HTML code for a
Web page:

Method 1: Using a Text Editor to Produce HTML Code
This method is relatively hard work and time consuming, since you have

to learn the commands of a simple language (d scussed later). You
must also type all of the tags (such as <h1> and <center>) as well as
the page content itself. Fowever, it's cheap since there's no need to buy
expensive software and install it on your hard disc. A simple text editor
like Microsoft Notepad is all you need and this is provided free with
Microsoft Windows. If you understand HTML coding you will be able to
tweak the coding produced by an HTML editor. This may be necessary
to solve problems and achieve results which the dedicated Web design
software cannot. The finished page is saved with t
.htm or .html file
name extension.

Method 2: Using A Word Processor to Produce HTML Code
Using a word processor I ke Microsoft Word, Corel WordPerfect or Lotus

WordPro, simply enter and lay out the page as it's a normal word
processor document. Then select Save as type: Web Page (*.htm:
*.html) from the list of file types, as shown below.
i

Word Document *.doc
Page title:

Document Template (*.dot)
Rich Text Format (*.rtf)

File name:

Text Only (*.txt)
Text Only with Line Breaks (*.txt)

Save as type: Web Page (*.htm; *.html)

The word processing document is converted to -ITML code by the
software, so there's no need for you to know how to write the code. The
word processor allows you to produce Web pages easily and cheaply,

since most computers already have a word processing package
installed. However, this method lacks many of the facilities of HTML
editors such as Microsoft FrontPage or Macromedia DreamWeaver.
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Method 3: Using an HTML Editor to Produce HTML Code
Well known HTML editors include Macromedia DreamWeaver, Adobe
GoLive, Adobe PageMill and Microsoft FrontPage. Internet Ex:.-lorer
includes a free HTML editor called FrontPage Express and there is a
more powerful professional version, Microsoft FrontPage. This program
is included with Microsoft Office 2000 Premium Edition and can also be
bought separately. For users of Microsoft Off ce, FrontPage has the
advantage of a similar "loo< and feel" to programs like Microsoft Word,
making FrontPage relatively easy to learn.
When using an HTML editor i.e. Web design program, you simply type
out your Web pages as if you were using a word processor and the
editor produces all of the HTML code for you. This includes the ablity to
insert powerful features su;Th as colour, sound. music, animations and
video clips, plus menus, Duttons, links and tables. Ready-made
templates allow professional -looking pages rich in features in a variety
of styles to be produced easily.

A professional Web design program (which can cost hundreds of
pounds) saves a lot of wDrk compared with typing HTML code.
However, it's a good idea to have at least a basic knowledge of writing
HTML code to support your use of the HTML ed tor.

Saving Your Work: .him and .html
After you have created a Web page, by whatever method, it must be
saved (File and Save As...) Nith the file name extension .htm or html.
You can use either extension but it's a good dea to consistently use
one or the other.
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The Home Page: index.ritm or index.html
Normally you would make up a meaningful name for the Web page such

as joining.htm. The exception to this is the Home Page of any Web
site, where it's the convention always to save it with the name
index.htm or index.html. The use of this name causes all visitors to the
site to be presented with the Home Page first.

Creating a New Folder for Your Web Files
A Web site may contain several pages saved as .htm or .html files, as
well as other files, including graphics saved as .gif or .jpeg files. It's a
good idea to collect all cf the files for a particular Web site by placing

them in a specially created folder of their own. The example below
shows the folder for the fictitious Milton Sailing Club Web site,
containing three Web pages and a graphic.
CANT MIL%Milton Sailing Club
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The new folder can be created in the Windows Explorer or My
Computer. For example, suppose we wish to create a new folder as a
sub -folder within the folder Milton. First
C:%Milton
highlight (using a single click) the folder
Fite
Edit
View
F4y,
1111 Milton in the Windows Explorer or My
Computer. Then select File, New and
AgIrest
C Milton
II t> GO
Folder. The New Folder icon appears
in the highlighted folder. Replace New
New Folder
Folder with the name of your new Web
site folder and press Enter.
1 object(s)
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You can also create a new fo der when using the Save As dialogue box
shown below. Click on the Create New Folder icon on the right-hand
side then replace the words New Folder with a suitable name relevant
to your own Web site.
Save As
Save int
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The newly created folder can now be used for saving new Web pages.

Any files needed for the new Web site which already exist in other
folders can be moved into the new folder by dragging and dropping
using My Computer or the Windows Explorer.

Viewing and Testing Web Pages

After you have entered and saved a MENXIMIIIMINNI
Web page it should be opened for
checking in your Web browser, such
as

Internet

Explorer

or

Navigator. As you are likely to spend
some time refining and developing the
design before finally uploadirg it to the
Internet, the browser should be set to
work

off-line,

in

connection charges.

order

v.. nom

111.1.

Netscape

to

P 5we pommel
Caved slawakodp

%no punier
cw,

itire

avoid

Select Work Offline 'rom the Connect To

dialogue box, shown above, jr File and Work Offline from the menu in
Internet Explorer. In Netscape Navigator use File and Offline.

Apart from checking the soelling, you may wish to improve the layout
and the choice of text and background colours. Links to other pages or
Web sites should be tested. These can be cor-ected if necessary after
returning to the text or HTML editor. Consider installing both Netscape
Navigator and Internet Explcrer on your computer, then yo'i can check
that your Web pages will be displayed correctly for the vast majority of
Internet users.
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Editing Web Pages
When building and editing a Web page it is often necessary to alternate
between the text editor or the HTML editor and the finished Web page in

the browser, such as Internet Explorer or Netscape Navigator. After
viewing the finished page in the browser, you would return to the text or
HTML editor to make any changes.

In Netscape Navigator selecting File and Edit Page launches the builtin HTML editor Netscape Composer.
After the Web page has been edited it should be saved again with the
.htm or .html extension and checked in Internet Explorer, Netscape
Navigator or whatever browser you are using.

Switching Between Programs
You may have several programs running simukaneously on your
computer, although only one may be displayed on :he screen, the rest
running unseen in the background. For example, the Web browser may

be on the screen, with the HTML editor or text editor running in the
background. Programs currently running are each denoted by an icon
on the Windows Taskbar at the bottom of the screen as shown below.
Web Browser
Internet
Explorer

Text Editor

Microsoft

)0ivillc3u

Notepad

To display on the screen a program currently runninc in the background,

simply click the Taskbar icon for the required program. The same
method can be used to switch between an HTML editor and the Web
browser or any other programs running on your computer.
Another way to alternate between running programs such as your Web

browser and a text editor or an HTML editor is to continuously hold
down the Alt key while making separate presses o' the Tab key. This
cycles through all of the programs currently running on your computer.
Release the Alt key when the program you want is highlighted.
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Publishing Your Web Pages
When you are happy with the pages you have created and saved cn the
C: drive of your own computer, they must be uploaded and saved on an
Internet server computer. Tien millions of people can (in theory) log on
to the Internet and view your pages from anywhere in the world. When
you subscribe to an Internet Service Provider :such as AOL) for your

Internet connection, you may be allocated sone free Web space (550MB perhaps) in which -.o save your work. Failing that, there are
various organizations offering free Web space. In return, your Web site
will automatically carry advertising banners for various products.
Commercial organizations setting up a Web site may subscribe to a
specialist Web hosting company. Services provided might include your
domain name e.g. www.jimsmith.co.uk, unlimited e-mail
addresses and a counter to show how many people have visited your
own

Web site.

Since the purpose of a Veb site will be to promote products or
communicate information to as wide an audience as possible, the next
important task is to attract people to your site. This is done by placing
key words within the Web pages and registering your pages with the
various search engines which people use to surf the Internet
The overall process for the creation of a Web site may be summarized
as follows:

Plan and design the layout of the individual Web pages and
links to other pages, using pencil and paper
Produce the HTML code using text editor, word processor or
HTML editor/ Web design program.
Save the HTML code as .htm or .html files
Check the Web pages in one or more Internet browsers, such
as Internet Explorer and Netscape Navigator.
If necessary, return to the text or HTML editor and correct and
modify the Web page as required.
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The finished Web pages should be saved along with any
graphics images or other necessary files. These should all be
placed in the same folder or directory.

Arrange for a suitable domain name for your site and make
arrangements with search engine providers to make your site
accessible to as many people as possible.

Upload the Web pages and any necessary graphics or other
files to the Internet server of your Internet Service Provider or
Web host, acccrding to their instructions.

Summary:
That completes the overview of the process of creating a Web site. The
following chapters look at the process in more detail. The next chapter
covers the writing of your own HTML code. Some people may find the
idea of writing HTML code to be too time-consuming and may well wish

to miss the next chapter moving straight on to the chapter Creating
Web Pages Using an H-ML Editor. However, if you can spend a few
hours reading about HTML code, this will certainly be beneficial in the
future.

Although you may create all your Web pages using an HTML editor like
Microsoft FrontPage, Adobe Go Live or Macromedia DreamWeaver, it's
generally agreed that some acquaintance with the principles of HTML is
desirable. One reason for this is that it may sometimes be necessary to

"tweak" the HTML code produced by the editor, in order to obtain a
particular result which the HTML editor can't deliver.
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Introduction
This chapter goes through the process of creating simple Web pages by
writing the HTML code yourself (rather than using a software package
such as an HTML editor to produce the code).

The work in this chapter is based on Notepac, a simple text ezitor
provided as an Accessory with Microsoft Windows. Notepad creates
simple text files, which use the standard ASCII format for text
characters. This format is universally acceptable to computers in
general. A small sample of HTML code produced in Notepad is shown
below. You can see that it contains a lot of rather obscure commands
(explained later) enclosed it angled brackets. In the example below, a
command such as <center> is known as a tag. Tags are used to control
the layout of the page. The t.ext which is to appear on the Web page is
enclosed between matching pairs of tags.

<html>
<head>

<title>Milton Rangers FC</title>
</head>

<body>

<h1><center>2001-2002 Season</center></h1>

<certer><h7>Captain's Report</h7></center>
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Please Note:

Commands in tags may be entered in either upper or lower
case letters, e.g. both <title> and <TITLE> are acceptable.
The spellings color and center are used in HTML code.
After you have entered the HTML code into Notepad (or similar) it must
be saved as a Text Document with the .htm or .html extension (either
.htm or .html can be used as long as you consistently stick to one or
the other.)

File name

Index him

aave

Save as LVe:

IMENEIN.1111111.11111.2:1

Cancel

I
I

Using a Word Processor to Type in HTML

You can also use a word processor like Microsoft Word or Corel
WordPerfect to create HTML files, but care is needed as there can be
problems. Type in the HTML code including tags and Web page content
and, most importantly, save the work as a Text Only file, after selecting
File and Save As.... Save with either the .htm or .html extension.
Word Document (*.doc)

Web Page (*.htm; .htm0
Document Template (*.dot)

Pich Text Format .rtf
File name:

saye as type:

Text Only with Line Breaks (..txt)
Text Only (..txt)

5erie
Cancel

WARNING ! If you type HTML into a word processor such as Microsoft

Word, do not use the option Save as type: Web Page (*.htm,*.html).
This method will not work since it is trying to translate instructions
(which are already in HTML code) into HTML code.

(The option Save as type: Web Page (*.htm,*.html) is for converting
an ordinary word processing document into HTML. This method is for
people who don't want to type in HTML code.
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The Structure of an HTML Page
All HTML pages have the same basic structure as shown below. The
main feature of HTML code is the use of commands or tags, such as
<center>, enclosed by angled brackets.
skeleton.htm - Notepad
File

Edd

learch

Help

<html>

<head>

<title>Skeleton Document</title>
</head>
<body>

This is my Web page
</body>
</html>

The entire Web page is enclosed by the brackets <html> and </html>
denoting the fact that the document is an .html
Note that for many,
but not all, commands both an opening and a closing tag are used The
closing tag includes a forward slash, as in </htm!> above.
Text to be formatted is placed between opening and closing tags. For
example, the word "Welcome" could be centred as shown below:
<center>Welcome</center>

Upper or Lower Case Con-mands

When typing in HTML commands, it doesn't matter whether you use
upper case (i.e. capital) letters or lower case - or a mixture of both.

All Web pages consist of a head section and a body section, each
defined by opening and closing tags, as shown above.
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The head section includes a title, such as:

<title>Skeleton Document</title>
When the page is opened in a Web browser like hternet Explorer, the
title, Skeleton Document in this example, appears in the title bar at the
top left of the page, as shown below.
a Skeleton Document - Microsoft Internet Explorer
File

Edit

View

Back - "

Fvo ices

Tools

Help

Address IC C \HTML \skeleton htm

Referring to the previous skeleton Web page in HTML, after the head
section is closed with <head>, the body section starts with <body>.

The body section incluces all of the text and graphics which are to
appear on the Web page. The body section is closed with the </body>
tag and the page is completed with the </html> closing tag.

Text Effects
Of course, a Web page will normally include far more content in the
body section than shown in the previous skeleton Oieb page. You would

normally insert both text and background colours, as well as graphic
images and links to other pages.

HTML commands entered as tags are available to give most of the text
effects normally applied in word processing and desktop publishing,
such as different fonts, emphasizing text in bold and italic and layouts
such as left and right aligied and centred.

These effects are normally switched on with an opening tag and
switched off with a closing tag. For example, to embolden the text as in
Milton Garden Services we would type:

<b>Milton Garden Services</b>
Similarly, to display the text in italics:

<i>Milton Garden Services</i>
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Headings and Sub -headings

To specify the size of the letters in a heading, six tags are available,
ranging fro -n <111> (largest) 70 <h6> (smallest). An indication of their
size is as follows:

<hl>(large main heading)</h1>

(18pt)

<h3>(mediLm sub-heading)</h3>

(14pt)

<h6>(small heading)</h6>

(10pt)

Please note that the tags <hi> through to <h6> don't simply alter the
size of the letters. They also display the heading in bold tex: and insert
two blank lines before and after the heading. So you don't need to insert
the paragraph tags <p> and </p> (discussed shDrtly) and the embolden

tags <b> and </b> when using the heading tags for titles and subheadings.

Changing Background and Text Colours of the Entire Web Pace
Common colours can be specified by typing in their names, such as
"red". VOL can specify the text colour and background colour for the
entire Web page by placing commands within t'e opening <body> tag
as shown in the following example:

<body bgcolor="cyan" text= "blue">
(Text and graphics content of the Web page)

</body>

It's important to choose a background colour which allows the text :o be

read easily - using the same colour for both text and background is
obviously not a good idea.
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Changing the Font Size, Colour and Typeface Locally

The tags <font> and </tont> can be used to change the colour, size
and typeface of the tex: in a particular part of the Web page. This
method may be used to specify the appearance o' just a single letter,
word or paragraph of text, depending where you place the closing
</font> tag. For example

<font size="3" color="blue" face="ariar>
(Text to be changed)

</font>

Note that the font size can vary between 1 and 7, with 7 being the
largest. When specifying the typeface in the font tag, such as
face="arial" above, you can get ideas by looking at the names of
typefaces installed on your computer, such as Arial and Comic Sans MS
for example. Select Start. Settings, Control Panel and double click the
icon for the Fonts folder. To see what a particular font looks like, double
click the icon for the font.

Punt

Book Antique
Italic

Bookn

ABCDEFGHIJKLAANOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890.: ,; ("*!? 1)

St
12

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy do

The quick brown fox jumps o
Century Gothic Centup
Bold
Bold

.1

Century

Schoolbo
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People visiting your Web site may not have the same fonts installed as
those on your computer. It's therefore possible to specify more than one
font in the <font> tag, separated by commas. For example,

<font size="3" color="blue" face="Arial", "Garamond">
In this example, if the first font, Arial, is not available on the visitor's
computer, the second one listed, Garamond, will be substituted.

Choice of Colours for Text and Background
Colours Entered by Name

A choice of sixteen basic colours

is

availaDle for the text and

background of your Web pace. These are specified by typing their name

into the <body> tag e.g. <body bgcolor--"cyan" text= "blue">. The
text colour can also be specified as part of the font tag. fcr example
<font color= "cyan">.
The sixteen colours entered Dy name are:

black, blue, cyan, gray, green, lime, magenta, maroon,

navy, olive, purple, red, silver, teal, white, yellow
Colours Entered by Hexadecimal Code

A much larger range of colours

is

available, each identified by a

hexadecimal code. For example, #c6eff7 is the code for light blue. The
hexadecimal colour code is inserted in the opening <body> tag, to set
the background colour of the whole document, for example:

<body bgcolor="#c6eff7">
To set the text colour for a sirgle character, word, line or paragraph, a
hexadecimal colour code can he inserted in the <font> tag as follows:

<font color="#b552ad">M</font>ilford
Note that the new colour is applied only to the text enclosed b} the
opening and closing font tags. So in the above example, the closing font
tag </font> switches off the new font colour immediately after the M in
Milford. The effect is to display only the letter M in the selected colour.
Obtaining hexadecimal colour codes is quite complex and is discussed
separately at the end of this section.
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Page Layout Effects
Centring a Line or Paragraph
Opening and closing tags enclose the text to be centred.

<center>(Text to be centred)</center>

In the above tags, please note the American spelling, "center". The
<center> and </center> tags need not only be applied to a single
heading or line of text. They may be used to centre the whole of the
body text, which may be several lines long.

<center>
(Text in body section)

</center>

Spacing and Line Breaks
When you are typing a document in HTML code into a text editor like
Notepad, there's no point in using the space bar to put in extra spaces
to improve the layout. Apart from single spaces between words, any
additional spaces, carriage returns and line breaks are ignored when

the HTML code is displayed as a Web page in a browser. Special
commands for spacing, etc., are discussed below.

To check the layout of the finished Web page, save the file as an .htm
or .html file in your text editor then load into the Web browser (such as
Internet Explorer), working off-line.

The Paragraph Tag <p>
If you put <p> before a line of text, two blank lines are inserted before
the paragraph. A further two blank lines are inserted if you use the </p>
tag to close a paragraph. However, using multiple <p> tags does not
increase the number of blank lines inserted - it's a one-off operation.
With some tags, such as the paragraph tag <p> above, the closing tag

is not compulsory. (In his context a paragraph may be as little as a
single word or line of tex:).
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Inserting Single or Multiple Blank Lines
To insert single or multiple blank lines use the break tag <br>. The <br>
tag (which is used without a closing tag) can also be used repeatedly to

give any number of blank lines. For example, 3 blank lines would be
given by <br>, <br>, <br>.
Inserting Spaces Within a Line of Text
Extra spaces between words :as produced by pressing the space bar
when word processing) are inserted in a Web page by enter ng a non breaking space, &nbsp;, in the HTML code. This can be repeated for
every space required, i.e. 3 spaces would be insetted by:

&nbsp; &nbsp; &nbsp;
Aligning Text - Left, Right and Centre

The alignment attribute can be used to position various objects,
including text. The align attribute can be included within a paragraph
<p> (paragraph) tag as follows

<p align=left>(text to be aligned on the left)</p>

<p align=right>(text b be aligned on the right)<Ip>
<p align=center>(ter. to be aligned in the centre)</p>

Putting It All Together
The previous pages introduced some of the basic tags or commands
used to control the layout of a Web page. There are many more tags,
some of which are discussed later, such as those to insert graphics or to
provide links between pages. -Iowever, the tags mentioned so far are

enough to create a simple Web page, which can be saved and then
checked in a Web browser such as Internet Explorer or Netscape
Navigator.

It's a good idea to do a sketch plan of the page using pencil and paper,
before typing the HTML code irto a text editor like Microsoft Notepad.
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Entering HTML Code into a Text Editor such as Notepad
Notepad

is launched from Start, Programs, Accessories and
Notepad. Notepad should open a new page automatically or you can
select File and New. Start typing the HTML in, remembering that when
the code is converted into a Web page all additional spaces (over and

above single spaces between words) and carriage returns will be
ignored. In the example which follows, lower case letters have been
used for the commands in the tags. However, this is not compulsory and

if you prefer you can use upper case or even a mixture of upper and
lower case letters.
ay, index hind

Notepad

<html>

(head)
<title>11ilton Home eage</title>
</head>

(body bgcolor-"cyan"><font color -"purple" face -"comic sans HS")

<center><h1>Hilton Garden Services(/h1>
<h3>For All Your Gardening Heeds</h3></center>
<p align-left><font size --2">

We are a small family business, established
since 1972. Why not call for a free estimate for any of your gardening
requirements, no matter how large or small.
</p></font>
Cp align-center>Contact Milton Garden Services
Cp align-center>Uiew Our Range of Services
/font>
</body>
</html>

1.1Stidi

Io0

M9 Comuto 43). Pam, V

3411.0a0fil 110044

After you have typed the HTML code into Notepad it should be saved.
(For a complex page it's obviously worth saving at regular intervals as
the work progresses).

To save in Notepad, select File and Save or Save As.... You must
select Save as type: Text Documents with the file name extension
.htm or .html as shown in the following Save As dialogue box.
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Cf

Save p

P1
Hatay

Desk top

My Documeth

My Computer

aave

File Dame

My Nem* PL
Save as type

I MIIIIIIIMEMM1111.1111111111111111_.1

Cancel

Creating a Separate Folder For All of Your Web Site's Files

When your Web site is corrpte it will consist of a lot of different files,
including the Web pages themselves, plus any other files such as
graphics or sound files. It's a good idea to create a new folder (also
called a directory) just for the files for your Web site. This will also
simplify the task of uploadiag the site to the Internet, wher it's ready.
There is an icon to create a new folder, on the top right of the Save As
window shown above.

fl©

Save As
Save!"

I

M,non Garden Se woes

aCirl 1711 -

Irall FILIMENE
It's a good idea to give the folder a meaningful name, so that the files
will be easier to find in the 'uture. In this example I have created a new
folder called Milton Garden Services. Once you have created a new
folder, the files needed for your Web page can be moved into it by
dragging and dropping in the Windows Explorer or in My Computer.
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Saving the Home Page as index.htm or index.html
In this example, the page we have created is the Home Page of our
Web site. It is the page which visitors to the site will see first. It's normal

to save the home page with the file name index.htm or index.html.
(Both .htm and .html are acceptable to modern systems). This has the
effect of displaying the home page first whenever someone visits your
Web site. Then they can use the hyperlinks (discussed shortly), to move
to the other pages on your site).

Viewing a New Web Page
Having saved the HTML code produced in Notepad or another text
editor, the newly created .htm or .html file can be opened in your Web
browser such as Internet Explorer or Netscape Navigator.

For example, start up Internet Explorer from its icon on
the desktop or from the menus using Start, Programs
and Internet Explorer.

Internet
Explorer

Set the browser to work off-line either in the Connect To

dialogue box (as shown below) or in File and Work Offline from the
Internet Explorer menu bar.
, Connect To
'Connection to 0888181

User name

Pas:word

r ,ave password
r Corned automatically
Phone number I J 845 0888181

Dieing from

I New Location

Connect
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I
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Next, from the Internet Explorer menu bar select File and Open... and
Browse to find the required file, in this case index.htm.

Type the Interim address of a document ix folder, and
Internet Explo et will open it tot you.
2Pen:

141] C 11 T ML \Nikon Garden Services \ndex htm

r

Open as web Folder
Cancel

I

Browse

In the window above, the Open: slot shows the path to the home page
of our new web site.

C:\HTML\Milton Garden Services\index.htm
The hierarchy of folders/directories above is like the MS-DOS ter -only
operating system used before the arrival of graphical interfaces like
Windows. C: is the hard disc drive and HTML is a folder (or directory)
which I have created for storing Web sites. Milton Garden Services is
the folder I created for storing all of the files for the Web site cu--ently
under construction. index.htm is the name of the home pace for Milton

Garden Services. After you click OK in the Open window shown
above, the Web page opers in Internet Explorer.
3 Mellor,

Mn

Yep'

tondos

t Inlr,net I xyliptri
look

PthnkeeN Illthnel

kies

Milton Garden Services
For Al Your Gardening Needs
We coo o small f yn,r, ws trte,S. esttl,1411.; :00.2 1972. 0/fly not
of your corrlrnine requirements, lo natter how Lori9e or small.

f ar

dstaatt for coy

Confort Milton Garden Services

View Our Rove of Services

x

j

.1

4_) Dom

Moir:oxen,
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If you are not happy with any aspect of the Web page you have just
created, you need to return to the HTML code in Notepad (or whatever)

to make the alterations. A quick way to return to the HTML code in
Notepad is to click the Notepad icon on the Windows Taskbar at the
bottom of the screen. When the HTML code has been modified it must

be saved before being opened again for checking in your Internet
browser. Continue alterr ating between correcting the HTML code in
Notepad, saving the file and viewing the Web page off-line in the
browser (Internet Explorer or Netscape Navigator). This process should
continue until you are happy with the design of your Web page.

Exercise 3: Entering, Formatting and Saving Text
1.

Start Notepad or an alternative text editor.

2.

Copy the sample Web page shown on page 78. You may wish

to change the content of the text to a subject of your own
choice, while keeping all of the tags the same.
3.

Create a new folder with a meaningful name, in which to save
all of your Web pages.

4.

Save the page as a text file with the name index.htm or
index.html. This will be the Home Page of your Web site.

5.

Start up your Web browser (e.g. Internet Explorer or Netscape
Navigator) and set it to work off-line. Use File and Open... to
view the Web page as it will appear on the Internet.

6.

Check the Web page and note any changes to be made to the
layout, appearance, or spelling.

7.

Return to the HTML code in Notepad (or whatever). Use View

and Source, etc., or click the icon on the Windows taskbar.
Make any necessary alterations and repeat steps 4 onwards.
8.

Use File and Print from the menus in you browser and text
editor to make pr ntouts on paper of:
The finished Web page
The HTML code
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Adding Hyperlinks to Your Web Page
Hyperlinks are the parts of a Web page which you click to move to
another page. A hyperlink normally consists of a piece of underlined
blue text.

Return to Jim's Home Page
As you move the mouse ci..rsor around the screen, it changes to a
pointing hand whenever it passes over a hyperlink. A hyperlink can also
take the form of a picture or graphic image. Large images can take a
long time to load, causing frustration for the person surfing the Internet.
By inserting a "thumbnail" or miniature version of the image on the Web
page, the waiting time is reduced. The thumbnail image can be created
as a hyperlink, linked to the Lull -size image. Anyone wishing to see the
full version of the image simoly clicks the thurrbnail. Inserting pictures
or images into a Web page is discussed shortly.
A hyperlink can be used (amongst other things) r.o:

Move to another Web page in the current site
Move to a new Web site
Invite an e-mail

Moving to Another Web Page
The HTML code for a hyperlirk takes the form:

< a href=" (destination Web page)">(Text to be clicked)</a>

Suppose we are on the Home Page of Milton Garden Services and we
wish to view the details of the service offered by the company. A link
"View The Milton Service" is placed in the hypertext as follows:

<a href="services.html">View The Milton Service</a>

Destination Web Page

Clickable Tex-. on the Screen
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In the previous example, the destination Web page, services.html, was
in the same folder as the currently selected Web page. If the destination
is a Web page in a different folder, then the full path name would need
to be given in the opening tag, for example:

< a href="horticulture/milton/services.html">
Links to Other Web Sites
To link to another Web site, the full Internet Address or URL (Uniform
Resource Locator) is included in the opening tag, as follows:

<a href="http://www.miltongarden.com">
View Jim's Web Site 4

Clickable Text on the Screen

</a>

Inviting E-mail
A hyperlink can be used to make it easy for a visitor to send an e-mail
directly to the provider of a Web page. For example, after reading a
Web page about a new product or service, a visitor may wish to send an
e-mail to the company, asking for further information. When the visitor
clicks the hyperlink, this launches the e-mail program installed on their
computer, with the company's e-mail address already infilled. The visitor
simply types their message and clicks Send. The e-mail hyperlink is
programmed by including mailto: and the e-mail address in the opening
tag as shown below.

<a href="mailto: mi tongarden@msn.com">
Send us an e-mail

'

Clickable Text on the Screen

</a>
Please Note: Images can also act as clickable hyperlinks, as described
later in this section in "Using Thumbnails and Clickable Images".
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Working with Pictures
A Web page will often need :o be illustrated by the addition of pictures
or graphic images. These may take the form of photographs, readymade drawings (or clip -art), or graphics you have produced ycurself
using a drawing or paint program. Whatever the source of the pictures,
you need to guard against over -zealous use of images. This is because

images can be very bulky, making them slow to download from the
Internet server to the user's computer. The effect of this is to cause
frustration to the person browsing the Web as they wait for your pages
to load. Obviously it pays tierefore to include cnly those images which
are really essential to support the text. There are several steps
(discussed in detail later) w-iich can help with the loading of graphics:
Save the file in a compressed format.

Specify the dimensions of the graphic (height and width) in
the HTML code wh ch inserts the image.

Keep the dimensions of the image small, possibly with a link
to a full-size image. A miniature version of an image, known
as a thumbnail, is cften used.
Provide some relevant "alternate" text which appears in place
of the graphic until it has downloaded from the Internet.

Image Formats

There are several formats for saving graphics images as files. These
are distinguished by the file name extensions such as .bmp, .jpeg or
.gif. The extensions are sele:ted from Save as type: and added to the
file name when you save a fi e in a graphics program such as Windows
Paint or Paint Shop Pro. Ir tie example below. the file might be saved
as daff.gif or daff.jpeg.

Fee name

Idatt gut

Save as type.

I Grapevcs I oleichange Formal I

mom
rum-

' gut

I

Monoclvone 3rtrnap r beep' cibl
16 Color Berney bmp.' dib)
256 Color Berrap bmp,'.di3)
24 -bit Bemap r bmp.m.cibl

JPEG Fie atechance Format
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Graphics File Name Extensions
Among the most common graphics file formats and their extensions are:

Windows Bitmap: Extension .bmp
Windows' own format, used by default when a graphic is saved in a
Windows program such as Paint. The bitmap gives good quality but as

there is no compression, the bitmap takes up too much space for
efficient use in Web pages.

Joint Photographic Experts Group: Extension .jpeg
This is a compressed format especially suitable for storing photographs
economically for use in Web pages or for sending with e -mails.

Compuserve Graphics Interchange Format: Extension .gif
This format combines relatively small size with good quality images. The
.gif format is the most popular for images used in Web pages.

Saving Files as .gifs or .jpegs
Drawings in the Windows Paint program can be saved as .gif or .jpeg
files. Image editing software like Paint Shop Pro and Adobe PhotoShop
have facilities for compressing and manipulating images prior to use on
the Internet. A time -limited evaluation version of Paint Shop Pro (shown
below) can be obtained from:

http:// www.jasc.com
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Inserting a Graphic into a Web Page
As stated earlier, it's convenient if all of the files connected with a Web

site are stored in the same folder. In this example, based on Milton
Garden Services, so far we have a home page ndex.html saved in the
folder Milton Garden Services. We can also add the picture of a flower
daff.gif, by dragging and dropping from its previous location, using the
Windows Explorer or My Computer. The contents of the new Web site
folder would now be as follows:
ton
File

=grades

View

Edit

-

Back -

_ x

eryices

al I en

Tools

Help

Search

Folders

Address 1_1 C \HTML%Milton Garden Services Li e Go

index. htm

daff.gif
2 object(s)

110.60

kg My Computer

To include the picture daff.gif in the Web page the following line would
be inserted in the HTML code:

<img src="daff.gir>
When inserting graphics all of the information is included within the

<img> tag. There must always be a statement src="(locaton of
graphic)" where the location is the path to the graphic file. For example,
if the graphic was in a sub -folder called pictures, the instruction would
become:

<img src="pictures/daff.cif'>
Please note that the forward slash "/" is used in path names to files
when writing HTML code as shown above. This contrasts with the back
slash "1" used in Windows and the earlier MS-DOS operating system,
e.g. C:\HTML\Milton Garden Services\daff.gif
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A number of other attributes can be specified within the <img>tag:

Alternate Text: The alt Attribute

For example, alt="picture of a daffodil" would cause the text

in

speech marks to appear in advance of the picture, while the picture is
being downloaded. The alternate text will also appear later, if you allow
the cursor to hover over the picture.

height and width
If you specify these dimensions in the <img>, the image will load more
quickly. These measurements are stated in pixels, i.e. the small picture

elements which make up an image on the screen. A typical screen
resolution is 640 x 480 pixels. You can find the size of an image in Paint

Shop Pro, for example, by selecting View and Image Information as
follows:
Current Image Information
Image Information

Creator Infprmation

Source Ale File Name.

c: \ Html Milton G5rdel Services\ daff.gil

File Type.

CompuServe GIF

Image
Dimensions

262 x 370 Pixels
3.64 x .E.14 Inches

Pixels Per Inch.

I Pixel Depth/Colors:

Status
Has Been Moditied

Has a Selection

72

Number of Layers

8/256

Number of Alphas:

Yes

No
1

The Dimensions: note above shows that the daff.gif image has a width

of 262 pixels and a height of 370 pixels. The attributes height=370
width=262 would be included in the <img> tag as shown in the next
example. The align attribute can be used to position the image against
the left and right margins and also to align the top, middle or bottom of
the image with the text on the line. An image is centred by enclosing the
<img> tag within the tags <center> and </center>.

<img src="daff.gif'alt="picture of a daffodil" height=370 width=262
align=left>
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The <img> tag also has attributes for including a border and vertical
and horizontal space around an image, stated in pixels. For example:

border=10

vspace=20

hspace=40

These can be placed within tt-e <img> tag as follows:

<img src="daff.giralt="picture of a daffodil" height=370 width=262
align=left border=10 vspace=20 hspace =40>
Please Note: Images can also act as clickable hyperlinks, as described
later in this section in "Using Thumbnails and Clickable Images".

The next exercise gives practice in the ideas covered so far. You may
wish to copy the HTML code exactly as giver. Alternatively yot.. may
wish to alter the content to 3 topic of your own choice, while keeping the
tags and commands the same.
Before starting the exercise, make sure you have done the following:
1.

Completed the exercise on page 82 and saved the file with the
name index.htm or index.html.

2.

Created a new folder such as Milton Garden Services in
which you have saved a copy of index.htm or index.html

3.

Created or obtained a graphic image end saved it as a .gif file

in your new Web site folder, using Microsoft Paint or Paint
Shop Pro, as previously described.

If you are copying the text for Milton Garden Services, your Web site
folder will be something like:
CAHTMIAMilton Garden Services
Yiaw

Edit

File

ft]

Back
Address

FAvontes

Idelp

se, Search in Folders

I_JL \HT ',IL \Milton Garden Service.;

LI

).>

,-;) Go

index htm

dart ga

I2

look

!,-;*

KE

My Cutouts
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Exercise 4: Inserting Hyperlinks and Graphics
1.

Start Notepad or whatever program you are using as a text
editor.

2.

Copy the following HTML code:
etric es Mall

i.4

5.0th

PIP

Nolepa1
dog)

Mal>
<head)
<title>ifilton Seruice></title>
</head>

<body bgcolor--lime-Xfont color --navy- face --comic sans MS-)
<center>01>lhe Milton Seruice</h1></center>
<center><imm src--daff.gif-alt."picture of a daffodil- height -9A
width -65 border-5></center>
<h3>Our Staff</h3>
<font size--2->WO are fortunate in having a very experienced staff
capable of undertaking a wide range of gardening work. All types
of job undertaken, fro. regular garden maintenance to large
landscaping projects.
(h3>Seruices include:C/113>
<centernarden Design and consultancy
<br>Landscaping and planting

<br>Constructlon of Whs, ponds and patios
<br>Lawn mowing, hedge cutting and weed control</center>
<p><center><a href--index.html->Back to dome Page</a></center)
</font>
</body>
</html>

r!,

3.

pE

FAA

Can.,. kla

Fb09/

*17e:,./4

schsoil

11:44 A/4

After you have finished typing the HTML, carefully check for
spelling mistakes and correct if necessary.

4.

Save the Web page with the name services.html (or .htm) in
the Web site folder Milton Garden Services.

5.

Now load the new file using File and Open... into your Web
browser such as Internet Explorer or Netscape Navigator,
working off-line.

6.

You may need to select Browse... to locate the folder you
created for saving your Web pages. When you select Open
and click OK the new Web page should open as shown on the
next page.
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7.

Test the link back to the Home Page by clicking Dn Back to
Home Page. If the ink doesn't work correctly, make sure the
tag <a href="index.html"> is exactly right as shown in the
code in step 2. on the previous page. V you are not happy with

any aspect of the Web page, return to the HTML code n the
text editor (Notepac, etc.) and make the improvements. For
example, you could change the background colour bgcolor in
the <body> tag, or the text colour (color) in the <font> tag.
8.

Save the HTML code and check the Web page again it your
browser. Repeat the process of checking and editing until you
are happy with the Web page.

9.

Now load the HTML code for your Home Page into your text
editor (Notepad, etc.) It was recommended that the Home
Page was saved with the name index.htm or index.htnl. At
the bottom of the page insert a link from the Home wage to the

services.htm or services.html page.
The new link should be something like:

<a href="services.html">View Our Range of Services</a>
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10. Save this modified version of index.html, load it into your Web
browser (Internet Explorer, Netscape Navigator, etc.) and
check that the new link works correctly.
11. With the HTML code for the new version of index.html open in

your text editor, insert the graphic which you should have
obtained (as described on page 89.)

12. Save the code and then load index.html into your Web
browser to check the layout of the page. If necessary, return to
the text editor and modify the HTML code if necessary.

13. Use File and Print from the menus in your browser and text
editor to make printouts on paper of:
The

two

finished

Web

index.html

pages

and

services.html.
The HTML code for both pages.

At this stage, you should now have two complete Web pages,
index.html and services.html, which include links
pages in both directions. The Web site folder now contains the files
for the two Web pages plus the graphic daff.gif.

at

Edit

File

View

Favorites

Tools

Ft_ I

Search

Back
Address i.

\

H*
Folders

ML \Milton Garden Services 2:1

111,1
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daft git

index html

3 object(s)
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Exercise 5: Writing Your Own HTML Code
In the next exercise you are only given the text which is to appear on
the screen for the third Web page.
1.

Use your text editor to enter the following, together with the
HTML code to create the document as a Web page.

Milton Garden Services
How to Contact Us
E-mail

Garden design and landscaping: marybrown@milton.co.uk
Hard landscaping and building: davidwalker@milton.co.uk
Garden maintenance: edwinsmith@milton.co.uk
Or contact us by telephone or in person at:
Milton Garden Services
Elm Tree Cottage
Oakwell

0E7 9XZ
Tel. 01754 49832
Return to Home Page

2.

Format the text Milton Garden Services as a Heading in the
large font size.

Format the text How to Contact Us as a Subheading in the
medium font size.

Format the remairder of the text as Bcdy Text in the small font
size

lrclude clear line spacing as shown above.
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3.

Centre the title Milton Garden Services, the address details
and the link Return to Home Page. All other text to be left aligned on the page.
Embolden the telephone number

Italicise the text Or contact us by telephone or in person at:
4.

Import the graphic daff.gif and position it below the text Milton

Garden Services and above the text How to Contact Us.
Ensure that the graphic is centre -aligned on the page.
5.

The new page should link back to the Mikon Garden Service

Home Page. Edit the new page to link the text Return to
Home Page to the index.html page.
Save the new page to disc with a name like contact.html.
6.

The Home Page must be linked to the new page. Load the
page index.html into your text editor and locate the text:

Contact Milton Garden Services
Edit this text to be a link to the new page, contact.html.
7.

Load all three pages into the browser and test all of the links.

8.

Change the bac,(ground colour of the index.html Home Page
ensuring that it is different from the text colour.
Save the amend ad index.html page.

9.

Edit the new page contact.html so that each of the three email addresses shown below are "live" e-mail links:

marybrown@milton.co.uk
davidwalker@milton.co.uk
edwinsmith@milton.co.uk
Save the amended contact.html page to disc.

10. Load each of the pages index.html, services.html and
contact.html into the browser and print a copy a copy of each.
Print a copy of the HTML code for each of the 3 pages.
11. Exit from the applications following the correct procedures.
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The 3 pages for your Web site should now be complete. Y J can
always edit them to include latest information, improve the layout,
colours and design or to correct any spelling mistakes. The Web
site folder should now contain files for each of the 3 Web pages,
plus the graphic daff.gf.

al CAHTMIAM Icon Garden Services
File

Ida

View

<Fi Back -

111

Address 1_1

Favorites

it',HTML

Tools

PIC] 13
Help
Folders

eSearch
Garden Service

2:1

(Go

0-1
index.html

object(s)

services Hull

[fill KB

ontact html

daff.

My Computer

Reminder: .htm or .html

You can save your Web pages with either of the file name
extensions .htm or .html. Early versions of Windows could only
handle .htm. The only requirement is that you are consistent. For
example, if your Home Page is named index.htm and you tied to
open it by typing index.html you will get a File not found
message.
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Using Thumbnails and Clickable Images
Large images occupy a lot of disc space and memory, making Web
pages very slow to download completely and causing frustration to
Internet surfers. To make a Web page download more quickly, you can
initially load a miniature version of a graphic, known as a "thumbnail".
Once the page has downloaded, anyone wishing to view the full picture
can do so by clicking on the thumbnail. Programs like Microsoft Paint

and Paint Shop Pro can be used to resize the image down to a
thumbnail and also provide the numbers for the new height and width
in pixels, to be used in the <img> tag which loads the graphic image.
Petra Shop Pro
Fie

ggit

Yeho

paw&

REM

doll qd

Image

Calms Lams ielections beak:

x

ub

Cgpture Widow bet
k?

It's better to save a sca ed down version of an image for use as a
thumbnail. The alternative (slower) method woulc be to create the
thumbnail by loading the till -size image file from disc, scaling down with
reduced height and width attributes in the <img> tag.

In this example, a thumbrail version of the daffodil is saved in the Web

site folder as a separate file, daffsmall.gif, as shown above in Paint
Shop Pro. This will be loaded into the Home Page, index.html,
specifying suitable small dimensions for height and width.

<img src="daffsmall.gif' height=74 width=53 >
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Making an Image into a Hyperlink
The genera form to make a graphic into a "clickable" hyperlink is:

<a href ="(Destination Web Page, etc.)">
<img src=","Name of clickable image)">
</a>

Please note that the destination can be a file, such as the full-size
image daff.gif accessed from the thumbnail daffsmall.gif.

To modify the main Web page index.html to include the clickable
thumbnail image, we can add The following HTML code.

<center>

<a href="daff.gi'>
<img src="daffsmall.gif'height=74 width=53>
</a>

</center>
(For simplicity in this example, the attributes for spacing, alternate text
and border lave been omitted from the <img> tag.)

Please note in this example, the coding is simplified because images

such as daff.gif are

tie same folder as the Web D ages like

in

index.html. as shown below. If not, you would have to refer to then by
their full path name, for example: Images/Gardening/daff.gif
a-

\ 111141 \ Mihon 1,nd...
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After saving the new version of index.html, the Home Page opens up in

the browser with the thumbnail image displayed. Clicking on the
thumbnail invokes the full-size image in its own window. If you wish to
return to the Home Page from the full-size image you need to click Back
on the browser.

Obtaining Hexadecimal Colour Codes
If you want to use colours other than the sixteen well-known colours

which can be specified by their name, you need to know the
hexadecimal code for the colour, as discussed earlier. These codes are
entered in the <body> tag or the <font> tag, for example:

<body bgcolor="#c6eff7">
<font color="#b552ad">Milford</font>
The hexadecimal system is based on the number sixteen and has the
"digits" 01 2 34 56 7 8 9 a b c d e f. Every colour has 3 components,
Red, Green and Blue, each represented by a number, as shown in the
following extract from the Edit Colors feature in Microsoft Paint.
Hue:

Sat: FT
ColorIS old

Lum:

Red: [T27
Green: rs4
Blue: 64

Add to Custom Colors

The component numbers for Red, Green, Blue for the selected colour
are 128, 64 and 64 in decimal. Converting these to hexadecimal gives
the codes 80, 40, 40. The selected colour would therefore be written in
HTML code as #804040 and used in the <body> and <font> tags as
previously described e.g. <body bgcolor="#804040">.
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If you have a copy of Paint Shop Pro, the hexadecimal colour codes for
use in HTML coding are calculated for you in the Edit Palette feature.

NNW
IIII

II

MAME 111111011111111Mik

NMI

111111111111'7:

WINN

11111111111
Palette Mast 87

hexadecimal
code for
selected
colour

III MENU
HTML.

Cola: F1:28, G 28, 8 152

tt1 C1 C98

Publishing Your Web Site
At this stage you should have a separate folder containing all of the
Web pages and the graphics file necessary for the simple Web site
created in the previous exercises.
C uiIMLVMatain Sdwg Club
Fie

Ldit

Vie..

4- Bad, -
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4 stitect(t1
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Help
Folder*
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activities him

500 KB
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,t4 GO

ML' Milton
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The next stage is to upload the files to the serve- of the Internet Service

Provider who will host your site. Precise instructions for this task are
provided by individual ISPs but the subject is discussed in more detail
in the final chapter of this book, Publishing You Web Site.

Checking Your Progress
The next page gives a list of the basic skills needed for creating Web
pages, as covered in this chapter. The same sAills are included i7 the
next chapter, which describes the creation of Web pages using HTML
editing (i.e. Web design) sofware, such as Microsoft FrontPage. For
convenience, since readers may wish to assess their progress using
both methods, the skills list is -epeated at the end of the next chapter.
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Checklist of Basic Internet Skills
This list follows closely the Assessment Ob.ect ves of Element 3:
Publish Information on a Web Site, of the Internet Technologies Stage 1

course from Oxford Cambridge and RSA ExamilatiDns. You might wish
to check your progress against this list and, if necessary, revisit any
topics requiring further work.

Objective

Insert an image into a document, align and resize.
Use 3 different font sizes, small, medium, large.
Embolden specified text.
Italicise specified text.

Align page items as spec fied - left, right, centre.

Change the background colour of a document.
Link existing pages via specified text.
Link new page to existing pages via specified text.
Link existing pages to new page via specified text.

Link specified text to a specified e-mail address.
Link specified text to a specified URL (http://)
Store the Web pages to cisc.
Print Web pages from the browser software.
Print HTML source code for all Web pages.
Exit the software using the correct procedure.
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Creating Web Pages
Using an HTML Editor
Introduction
The last section covered the writing of HTML code by typing the
commands or tags into a simple text editor like Microsoft Notepad. A
knowledge of HTML is helpful in understanding the construction of Web
pages but coding by hand is very time-consuming and exacting. Not
surprisingly, therefore, a larce number of software packages have been
developed to simplify the task of creating Web pages. These are krown
as HTML editors and allow you to create Web pages without having to
type in the actual HTML commands. In fact, the task is very similar to
word processing. You simply enter the text, insert any graphical images
and the editor creates all of tt-e HTML commands for you. When using
an HTML editor, it's still possible to view the HTML code ard, if
necessary, edit it manually in a text editor like Notepad. Internet
Explorer includes its own I- TML editor, FrontPage Express, launched
form Start, Programs and Internet Explorer.

It

Internet Explorer

t

Accessories

ci

F,Dr or

E

pre

Personal Web SWAN

FrontPage Express is a bas.c HTML editor whici- will allow you to follow

the work in this section, while FrontPage 2000 is a more powerful
professional version which can be purchased separately. Anyone
familiar with Microsoft Word will immediately feel at home with Microsoft
FrontPage as the two programs have very similar "user interfaces".

Macromedia DreamWeaver is another Web design program which is
very popular with professiorals. Programs like these enable Web pages
to incorporate powerful features such as animations, music, video clips,
menus, buttons, forms and tables.
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Creating a Home Page
As FrontPage Express is readily available on most PCs, it will be
referred to frequently in this section, which is based on the fictitious

Milton Sailing Club. F rst we will complete a simple Home Page,
something like the one below, opened in Internet Explorer.
3
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Entering the Text
FrontPage Express is launched after selecting Start, Programs and
Internet Explorer. Start entering the text as if you are using a word
processor.
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Text Effects
All of the common word processing text effects are available on the
FrontPage Express Format Tcolbar across the top of the screen. =or
readers not familiar with word processing, the meanings of the most
frequently used icons are given on the diagram below.

itio!IE!E**

11/
Select font

Increase or Decrease
Size of Text

Text Colour

Align Text: Left, Right
Centered

Bold, Italic and Underlined

These effects can be applied in either of two ways:

Method 1:
1.

Type all of the text first, in the default font, e.g., Times New
Roman.

2.

Select, i e. highlight, the relevant text using the mouse.

elcome to Milton Sailin Club
. we are based in the spectacular setting of Milton Reservoir. N,
ome including complete beginners. For more information click.
3.

Click the icon on the toolbar to apply the required effect, e.g.
bold or italic text.

4.

Click outside of the text to remove the highlighting.

Method 2
1.

Click the icon for the required text effect, to switch it on.

2.

Enter the text, which should appear with the effect already
applied as you type

3.

Click the icon for the text effect to switch it off again.
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Changing Font
Tones New Roman

Ji

Anal Netiow
Book Antque
Bookman Old Style
Century Gothic
Century Schoolbook
CG Times

A font or style of lettering

is

selected after

clicking on the down arrow to the right of the
default font name, normally Times New Roman.
I' you choose a very unusual font, it may not be
available to visitors to your Web site, depending

on what fonts have been installed

on

their

computer.

Changing Font Size

A

A-

Select the required piece of text. When using FrontPage
Express, click either of the icons shown left to increase or

decrease the font size.

More precise control over font size (a mongst other things) is given by
selecting Format and Font... from the menu bar. This shows the more
usual method of specifying font sizes, i.e. using points, where 72 pt
represents letters one inch high.

Typical font sizes in a Web page might be, for example:

Main Heading: 24pt

Sub -heading: 14pt
Body Text:
104
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Bold and Italic Text
These two effects are applied to selected text by clicking
the icons on the toolbar.

B/U

Welcome to Milton Sailing Clue
The effects can also be switched on before typirg the required text and
switched off afterwards. Effects like these act as "toggles" - they are
switched on and off in the same way, i.e. by click ng the icon.

Text Alignment
Selected text can be aligned either left, centred or right,

as indicated by the alignment icons on the toolbar
shown on the right. The paragraph below has been selected and then
left aligned.
Minded in 1949. we ate based in the spectacular setting of Mil on Reservoir. New mettik rs
re alw welcome includito coin lete bet inners. For more infotmation click the links
elow

Text can also be aligned using Format and Paragraph... from the
menu bar.
Paragraph Alignment -

Center

20:1

Idefault I

Center
R ight

In this context, a paragraph can mean a single word used in a heacing,
for example, as well as a more typical paragraph consisting of several
sentences.

Selecting Text
Text is selected, i.e. highlighted against a dark background, by dracging
the cursor over it. (Or hold down the shift key and press one of the four
arrow keys as required.)
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Text Colour
FrontPage Express has several ways to change the colour of
selected text. The easiest method is probably to click the Text
Color icon on the toolbar, as shown left. -his brings up a grid

of available basic colours, together with a feature for adding user defined or Custom Colors.
46FIC coin

F71-1-1-1-1111121gr

a sorENNEN

mtaimum
- -UNNENE
MIMMINEFEE

pr-r-rr-r-rrrcr-r-rr-Enr

ui

Htwf767

5.41-77

1111 ser C.177.
C4.6* L. F7,- w57
'

to1dIo Cub. e41174i

The text colour can also be changed using Format and Font... and
Format and Background... (discussed below).

Background Colour
er&kgiound
T eat

slot.

I

I MI

It

Fuchlia

-

The background colour of the whole page
can be changed by selecting Format and

Background... then clicking the down
arrow to the right cf the Background:
is necessary to keep the mouse button pressed down while
-

moving over the choice of colours, before releasing the button over the

chosen colour. This feature also allows the colour of Text: to be
changed for the whole document. (This does not override the colours of
individual pieces of text where the colours have been set separately.)
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Saving a Web Page
This section has so far looked at entering the text for a Web page and
applying various effects. Later pages cover the iisertion of pictures and
the use of hyperlinks to enable visitors to move to different pages. Next,
however, the important topic of saving a Web page is covered. First
select File and Save As... then click the As File... button, to open the
Save As File dialogue box shown below.
Save As Fde
Save in:

13
Milton Sailing Clix

I

4=

t:-.3 CI 71'

tigl index him
_11

MEM
Create Hew Folder

Enter Name of New Folder

Fie name:

'index htm

Save as type: I HT ML Files (`.km'html)

2Pen

zi

cancel

I

Saving as index.htm or (index.html)
When saving a Home Page it is normal to use the name index.htm or
index.html. The use of the name index ensures that this page will be

seen first by visitors to the site. The file name extensions .htm and
.html are both acceptable, but FrontPage Express uses .htm by default.
Make sure the Save as type: slot is set to HTML Files(*.htm,.html).

Creating a New Folder
It's very convenient if all of the files (Web pages, graphics, etc.) relating
to a Web site are stored it their own separate folder (also known as a
directory). It's easy to create :his new folder whi e saving the page in the
Save As File dialogue box shown above. Clicking on the Create New

Folder icon allows you to replace the words New Folder with a
meaningful name for your site. In the above example, the folder Milton
Sailing Club had been created earlier.
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Viewing a Web Page in a Browser
Having created and saved the text for a Web page, you need to check
that it will be displayed correctly in the popular Web browsers, namely
Internet Explorer and Netscape Navigator. In the Netscape Navigator
browser use File and Open Page and Choose File.... (Viewing a Web
page using the Internet Explorer browser is discussed on pages 124
and 125.)

Enter the World Wide Web location (URL) or specrhi the local fie you ficuld
like to open
IC \ H T

\Milton Sailing Clublirdex htm

f

Open location of file it:

Choose file-. I

Compose/

H*

Cancel
Newictalor

While the Web pages are under development, with all necessary files
stored on your local hard disc, it makes sense to set your browser to
work off-line, i.e. not connected to the Internet

After you click Open the Web page should be displayed as it will be
seen on the Internet.
4". Settling at Milan - Netscape
f.ke

Edit

Y.remt

cto

I.

3 .1

Reload
Bookmarks
Instant Message

PlIF.1113

communcato

Herr*

dale

4.;
Search

.4 Locabon 'Me
ig41

Netscape Grine

Gude

3
Print

VHT MI /M cc `,aoling C

141 H* it.4 Add-ons

IR

at:
sec.,,,

Stop

For,

rEttli Gel* Stared

Sailing at Milton

Welcome to Milton Sailing Club
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Editing a Web Page
Having viewed a new Web page in a browser such as Internet Explorer

or Netscape Navigator, you can return to the HTML editor suci as
FrontPage to carry out any modifications. This might include changes to
the size and colour of the text or corrections to the spelling, fcr example.
Internet Explorer makes it easy to return to FrontPage by including the

option Edit with Microsoft FrontPage accessed off the File menu.
Alternatively you can have both the browser and the HTML editor
running at the same time and switch between them by clicking their
icons on the Windows Taskbar at the bottom of the screen.

Netscape Navigator has a built-in HTML editor, Netscape Composer.

With a Web page open fo- viewing in Navigator, click File and Edit
Page to launch the editor, Netscape Composer. as shown below.
'

Ede

Sarhng at Wenn Ide ///Cl/H I ML Club/index Min Nal:cape Casowei
Eat View Inert FgrisaF Inds Cownirscaroi dein
New Open Save Publish Preview Cu

01

CI]

r.:opy

Paste

1111;113

0

-

tiv
r*
Pint Find UM Target Image H Lee

f Ncrmd1,1 F71_, IF A .4 A /4.,

I

IE a

T ode Sleing

F

ailin at Milton

Welcome to Milton Sailing Club
F minded in 1919. we are based in he spectacular setting of Mihon Reservoir. New members
are always welcome including complete beginners. For more II -formation click the links
below.
1a

at 4 D.

L

!Shea SailinE Chi

You are online. Chcom "Go Grine

Slub Artviti.
,o connect

_g

After making any changes to the Web page in the HTML editor, the
page should again be saved and viewed in the browser, Netscape
Navigator or Internet Explorer. This process of editing and saving may
need to be repeated until you are satisfied with the content and
appearance of the Web page.
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Viewing the HTML Code
An HTML editor like FrontPage or DreamWeaver takes much of the
hard work out of producing Web pages, by generating the actual HTML
code which controls the page layout. However, there may be occasions
when you need to examine the code, perhaps to make some fine tuning
adjustments which are proving difficult using the editor software.

With a Web page open in Internet Explorer, you can display the HTML

code for the page by selecting View and Source. This causes the
Notepad program to open, displaying the HTML code, which can then
be edited. (An introduct on to HTML coding is given in the previous
chapter, Creating Web Pages By Writing HTML Code).
rqtxplmes P.Wwkmg0M.0

r,

Back

Ajdree:

i-atse&ch

gl Indea.htm
Fte

Ede

PRO

almaletet

Notepad

@earctl

tjelp

<head>
<meta http-eguiu--Content language- content --en gh->

<meta http-eguiu--tontent-Typecontent--text/html; charset-iso-8859-1"
(meta name-"Progldr content-"FrontPage.Editor.Dtcument->
<meta name -"GENERATOR" content -"Microsoft Fronts age Expr.

(title>Sailing at Milton</title>
</head>
<body hgcolor-"ICICOCO" text --111110000">

(p align -"center ->(Font size --6- face--Arial-><O>Sailing
Milton</b></font></p>

(p align--center->(img src--yacht.gif- width -"kW' height

Mass
MS

In Netscape Navigator you can view the HTML code of a Web page by
selecting View and Page Source.

To view the HTML code for a page open in Microsoft FrontPage, click
the HTML tab at the bottom of the screen.
<p align="left"><font size="2">Tbis Web site is maintained by:
Jim Getenby</font></p>
<p>&nbsp;</p>
</body)

HTML
110
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Working with Images
A Web page

will

often

need

to

illustrated

be

with

pictures or

photographs. Most Internet graphics are saved in the Compuserve
Graphics Interchange Format with the (.gif) file name extension.
Photographic images normal y use the Joint Photographic Experts
Group (.jpeg or .jpg) format, as discussed on page 86. For general
Internet use therefore, any graphics to be imported into a Web page
should be converted into .gif files. Images in other formats such as
.bmp can be loaded into a program like Microsoft Paint (Start,
Programs, Accessories, Paint) and resaved in the .gif format.

iav,

Filename

yacht gif

Save as type

Graphics Interdarge Format (

Cancel

git

Monochrome Bit -nap (' bmp:'.dib)
111111111111111 16 Cniot Bitmap '.brnp;".dib)
-rm.-Fr 256 Color Bitmap bmp,'. nib)
24 -bit Bitmap bmp;-.cib)
JPEG Fie Inter
Format
opics on the Help

I

e

The popular Paint Shop Pro software is a reasonably priced image
editing tool and very useful for this sort of work. A trial version is
available at:
http://www.jasc.com
As stated previously, it's a good idea to create a -rew folder to hold all of
the files for a Web site. This will include all of the Web pages and any
graphics files. So, for example, the Milton Sailing Club folder might -rave

3 pages, index.htm, activities.htm, joining.htm and the graphic
yacht.gif.

Gathering all of the files for a
Web site into a single folder
makes it simpler to load any
graphics and also to publish the
Web site on the Internet.

C XHIMLUddlon S ading Club
Edii

Fde

',ew

I Mann

Dab

Fireoutea

Sandi

4- Back

Haig

22jFciden

C \HT NL \Maori Sting C

0.1
Index htm

actmtes htm

prig htm

jl

yacht git

4 abincej

1111 KB

6114pCompier
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Sources of Graphic Images
The graphics you import onto your Web pages may be, for example:

Drawings you have created yourself and saved as .gifs in a
drawing or painting program.

Photographs stored in the .jpeg or .jpg formats.

Ready-made clip art images available on your hard disc, CD
or from the Internet.

Inserting a Graphic Image
The basic method in FrontPage Express is:
1.

Place the cursor at the insertion point for the picture.

2.

Select

from

tie menus Insert, Image, From File

and

B rows e
Image
Lookp'i

3.

112
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I

,

Milton Sailing Club

Fie name:

'yacht cif

Fies of lype:

TGIF aniJPEG I" gif ' ipgj

Open

Locate the required graphic and click Open to insert the image
on the page.
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Adjusting the Size of a Graphic Image
If you click anywhere over a graphic, 8 small squares appear around the

outside, as shown below. This indicates that the graphic has been
selected. To resize the image, drag one of the small squares in o -e of
the corners until the image is the required size.

Aligning a Graphic Image
The image can be aligned by highlighting it then selecting align left, right
or centre from the Formatting bar, as shown below.
F roniPage Express - Wrestled Normal Pagel
Ere

Edit

.1_1

Ei D.

ca;

gt

Insert

VIEW

INtAmal

17

a.

I

Format

T !roe New

X Gb

[j]

Tools

Table Window

Hek

Xr: B I U An 4#
'z

1-

1,4f

E

ki

I
Align Image. Len,
FLAJM or Centre

Scaling Down Graphic Images for Faster Downloadinc
Large pictures generally have a large file size on disc, making Web
pages slow to download from the Internet. This waiting is likely to cause
the visitor to your Web site to lose interest. It's a good idea to reduce
the size of an image by sca ing it down in a proig-am like Microsoft Paint.
An image can be reduced by "stretching it" by less than 100% in the
horizontal and vertical directions. (Select Image and Stretch/Skew...).
Stretch and Skew
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Then the reduced size image should be saved (as a separate .gif file)
before being inserted into the Web page in FrontPage, etc.

Thumbnail Images

Sometimes a very small image (known as a thumbnail) is loaded
initially. A visitor who really wants to see the full size image can do so
by clicking the thumbnail, which is linked to the full size image. This is
discussed further in the next section

You can check the effect of any scaling down in Microsoft Paint by
selecting Image and Attributes....
lose snap. ties

13,11n1

1111r1

Width: and Height: in this example are given in pixels or picture
elements. Pixels are small rectangles which make up the screen.
Screens can be set at typical resolutions of 640x480, 800x600 or
1024x768 pixels - the higher the number of pixels, the sharper the
image. So, in the above example, if the resolution was set at 640x480,
the image of 244x161 pixels would occupy (very roughly) a third of the
total screen height and a third of the total screen width.

Alternate Text
This is text which appears on the screen at the location of a graphic
image. This avoids an empty space if there is delay while the image is
being downloaded. Alterrate text also appears if you allow the cursor to
hover over an image displayed on a Web page. You could, for example,

add a note such as Click here to see full size picture, to appear over
a thumbnail image linked to a full size picture.
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Ek

Edit
Back

A¢dress

yew

Fvonces

Tools

- -0

5

Het,
Search

_rj Favootes

hlt:story

C \My New Documents \ My Webs \Page a him

Cick here to see lul ssze pictutei

The FrontPage HTML editor allows you to add alternate text after right clicking over the image and selecting Picture Properties....

Alternative representations
Low -Res.

Text

'Click here to see full size picture

The Low -Res: slot above allows you to specify a low resolution version
of a graphic, which will load very quickly into a browser to occupy the
empty space on the screen while the high resolution version is being
downloaded. The low resolution version must have been prepared and
saved earlier in a location which can be selected after clicking
Browse... as shown above.

Preparing for Exercise 6
The next exercise covers all of the skills covered so far in this chapter.
Before starting work you need a graphic image relevant to a Web page
about sailing. This might be a piece of clip art or a simple picture drawn
in Paint or similar program. Adjust the size of the image if necessary.
Save the image as a .gif file, with a suitable name such as yacnt.gif.
You might also create a new folder, Milton Sailing Club, in Windows

Explorer or My Computer. This can be used to store all of the Web
pages plus the prepared image yacht.gif.
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Exercise 6: Editing, Formatting and Saving a Web Page
1.

Start up your HTML editor program with a new Web page
open.

2.

Enter the following text:

Sailing at Milton

Welcome to Milton Sailing Club

Founded in 1949, we are based in the spectacular setting of
Milton Reservoir. New members are always welcome including
complete beginners. For more information click the links below.
Joining Milton Sailing Club
Club Activities

This Web site is maintained by:

3.

Enter your name after: This Web is site maintained by:

Format the text Sailing at Milton as a Heading in the large
font size.

Format the text Welcome to Milton Sailing Club as a
Subheading in the medium font size.

Format all other text as Body Text in the small font size.

Ensure that each of the 6 paragraphs is separated by a clear
linespace.
4.

Format the paragraph starting Founded in 1949... and the last

paragraph This Web is site maintained by: to be left aligned
on the page. Format all other paragraphs to be centre -aligned
on the page.

Embolden the text including complete beginners
Italicise the text Welcome to Milton Sailing Club
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The page must include the yacht graphic which you lave
previously prepared.
5.

Import the graphic yacht.gif and position

it

below the text

Sailing at Milton and above the text Welcome to Milton
Sailing Club. Ensure that the graphic is centre -aligned cn the
page. Adjust the size of the graphic, if recessary.
6.

Save the new page on disc with the name index.htm.

7.

Load the new page into the Web browser and check. the
appearance and spelling.

8.

Return to the HTML editor and correc,. any mistakes. Change
the background and text colours.

9.

Save the amended index.htm page to disc.

10. Print a copy of the Web page from your browser.

11. Pint a copy of the HTML code for the Web page.
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Adding Hyperlinks to Your Web Page
In the previous exercise there were two lines of text which were to be
typed in but (at that stage) served no useful purpose. These were:
Joining Milton Sailing Club
Club Activities

The intention is that each of these lines of text can be clicked, leading to
a new page, giving further information. These lines cf "clickable" text are
known as hyperlinks and are fundamental to the Internet.
Hyperlinks

normally
appear
in
underlined blue text. As described later,

Joining WWI Sailing Club

a graphic image can also act as a
Club Activities

The cursor changes to a
pointing hand when you hover over a
piece of text or a graphic which has
hyperlink.

Club Histor'

been converted to a lyperlink.
A hyperlink can be used (amongst other things) to:
Move to another Web page in the current site

Move to a new Neb site
Invite e-mail

Hyperlinks are also discussed in the previous sect on, Creating Web
Pages by Writing HTML Code. However, in this section, which is

based on the

use of HTML Editor software such as Microsoft
FrontPage, the task of creating hyperlinks is very much simpler.

The files for the three pages to be linked together in the Sailing Club
example, index.htm, joining.htm and activities.htm are shown below
in their folder:

RI I

IF C HTML \Milton Sailing Club

fie
1

Eat

41--' Bock "10
Address

activities hen
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*Search
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index htm
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Creating a Hyperlink
We will assume the three pages have already been created and only
need connecting with hyperlinks. First the Home Page index.h'm is
loaded into the HTML editor - Microsoft FrontPage Express, etc.
E FiorePage E xpiess

De Edit yew yo

zj A w
D

EA

P

MID

\HISCLUedlon Siring Club \Nuke heel
Fame Dols Tilde w.ndow Help

Insert
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2(2)
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ktr?

Eg
Create ro

I

0 Hype, ..

Welcome to Milton Sailing Club
Founded in 1949. we are based In the spectacular setting of Milton Reservoir. New member;
are always welcome including complete beginners. For more information click the links
below.

'41110

Teal to be Mode C161[1181,4.

MirtiOrnarLESI

Then you highlight the tex: to be made "clickable" as shown
above. Now click on the icDr to create or edit a hyperlink, as
shown above and right.

The Create Hyperlink featu-e opens, with 3 tabs at the top, Open
Pages. World Wide Web and New Page. The first tab lists the titles of
any other Web pages currently open in FrontPage Express. These titles
are obtained automatically rrom the top line of each Web page. If you
want to link the current page (in which the hyperlink is being created) to
any of these pages, click the t tle of the open page and then click OK.

Open Pages I World Wide Web New Page
QPen Pages'

r

lI

rr!

Member

D &ads

.3t

Untitled Nfarna) Page
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Links to Web Pages in the Same Folder
If you select the World Wide Web tab you can create hyperlinks to
many different destinations. The simplest link is to another Web page
saved in the same folder as the currently selected Web page (i.e. the
page in which you are creating the hyperlink). In this case you just type
the name of the page in the URL: slot.
Create Hyperlink
Open Pages

World Wide Web I New Page

Hyperlink Type: I (other) zi
URL

htm

Linking to Web Sites On Other Computers
There are many other types of link available and these are revealed
when you click the down arrow to the right of Hyperlink Type:.
Create Hyperlink
Open Pages

World Wide Web I New Page I

Hyperlink Type: 'other'

2.11

tile

URL:

ttp

rdiirmier

The most commonly used Hyperlink Type:

is

http: or Hypertext

Transfer Protocol. You must include the full URL, for example:

http://www.jimsite.cornimilton/news.htm
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Apart from http:// Web sites there are several other possible
destinations for links. These include ftp (File Transfer Protocol) sites
from where it's possible to download files from extensive libraries. Links
which encourage a visitor to send an e-mail are discussed shortly.

After any new hyperlinks have been inserted, the page must be saved.

Then the page should be loaded into your Web browser (Internet
Explorer or Netscape Navigator, etc.), and the links tested.

Inviting E -mails Using mailto:
To encourage visitors to your site to send you an e-mail, a hyperlir k can
be created which makes this very easy.

Type a suitable prcmpt on the screen such as Send us an email. Highlight ti -is prompt. The prompt will be the "clickable"
text.

Click the icon to Create or Edit Hyperlink (shown on Is
the right).

Select the World Wide Web tab and choose mailto: as the
Hyperlink Type:.
Enter the e-mail address to which replies are to be sent, next
to mailto: in the URL: slot.
C,eate Hypellenk
Open Page;

Woild 'Ahde Web I New Page

Lipperlink Type

rn.iilro

URL

rnedro itrngatenby@msn corn

Save the Web page including the new e-mail link.

Load the Web page into your Internet browser and check that
the e-mail link works.

When you click on the link, the installed e-mail program should start up
with your e-mail address already infilled ready for a response to be sent.
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Creating a Link to a New Web Page
Suppose you have already created a Home Page and now wish to
create (and link to) a new page. FrontPage Express makes this simple
by including a New Page tab in the Create Hyperlink dialogue box. First,
working in the Home Page, type in the text which is to be clicked to

entered the words Club
History. Highlight this clickable text and then click the Create or

bring up the new page. In this example,

I

Edit Hyperlink icon shown left. Select the New Page tab, as
shown below.
Create Hyperlink

IF3

Open Pages I Wolld Wide Web New Page

Page Tide:

!Club History

Page UAL:

!club -lira

Target Frame:

In

the above Create Hyperlink dialogue box, you can see that

FrontPage Express has automatically filled in the Page Title: using the
words from the clickable text, i.e. Club History. It has also decided that
the file name for the page, or Page URL:, should to club.htm. If you
don't wish to use the names provided automatically you can type in your

own. (Target Frame: in the above dialogue box is used when the
destination of a link is a specific part of a Web page, i.e. a frame.) After
you click OK and select Normal Page, a new page cpens ready for you
to enter the content.

When the new page is complete it should be saved. The text Club
History entered on the Hcme Page will now be a "live" hyperlink. When
you click Club History the new page should be loaded.
Joining Milton Sailing Club
Existing Links

ink to New Page
Club As tivides

Club History
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Links Back to the Home Page
After you have entered all of your Web pages, you will probably wish to
create additional links, as previously described, between pairs of pages.

Especially necessary are links to return the visitor from each of the
pages to the Home Page, index.htm.
Tuition by qualified and experienced instructors

Equpment can be provided
Regular competitions throuifiout the summer
Lively social program
Join Milton SeulIngSlun

Link Back

L ink On T o A

Relevant Page

Return to Home P

Making an Image into a Hyperlink
An image inserted in a Web page can be mace to act as a hyperlink.
This graphical link might be used in addition to a piece of clickable text,
both screen objects linking to the same destination Web page, etc. Or
the image may be a thumbnail or miniature version of a picture. n this
case the destination of the link would be a full
size

version

of

the

picture.

As

discussed

elsewhere. the purpose cf the thumbnail is to
save waiting for the full size image to load. The
latter can be viewed, by anyone interested,

0,

.
'`'"'ate hAstrapcamel
--

simply by clicking the thumbnail.

To use an image as a hyperlink, select the image and cli:k the
Create or Edit Hyperlink icon shown on the left. The Create
Hyperlink dialogue box appears from where it is possible :o select the
111

destination of the link as described previously.

Save the Web page, including the new graphic hyperlink. Load it into
your Web browser. When you move the cursor over the graphic, a hand
should appear, indicating that the graphic is a link. Check that c. icking
the graphic link brings up the required Web page or file.
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Creating a Thumbnail Image
A thumbnail image is a special sort of link, in which a very small image,
(which loads quickly), can be clicked to view a full size version.
Microsoft FrontPage has a built-in feature for creating thumbnail links
automatically, as follows:

Load the full size image into the Web page in Microsoft FrontPage.
Select, i.e. highlight, the image - it will then be surrounded by 8

small squares. The Drawing Toolbar appears, including the
Auto Thumbnail icon shown on the left and below.

A4Tht

t-

4 r.

It] A 411

Ora

0+

#1G

Auto Thutrbustl

14
718 mono

When you click the Auto Thumbnail icon, the full size image is reduced
to the size of the thumbnail. Then when you save :he Web page, you
also save both the thumbnail and the full size image, by default in the

folder My Documents/My Webs or in a folder of your choice. If, for
example, the full size image were called desk.gif, say, then the
thumbnail will be automatically saved with the name desk_small.gif.
When you open the Web page in your browser, (Internet Explorer,
Netscape Navigator, etc.), the thumbnail is displayed.
Ei

Fri

Ed.

4.. Bb

-0

10

ii 1)

H010

a Seeth jjFevoloss

jja

CIO TImanall Is Leal
WM Size Image

Clicking on the thumbnail brings up the full size image. Click Back to
return to the Web page containing the thumbnail.
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Exercise 7: Entering and Formatting Text and Images and
Creating Hyperlinks
1.

Start up your HTML editor program Nith a new Web page
open.

2.

Enter the following text:
Membership Details

Joining Milton Sailing Club
If you would like more information on joining Milton Sailing
Club, please contact the Membership Secretary, as detailed
below. Discounts are available for students, pensioners and those
on low incomes.
Stella Austin, Secretary
Milton Sailing Club,
Milton MI6 6SC Tel. 01273 7249516

Send an e-mail now by clicking on the address below:

stellagmilton.co.uk
For a range of new and secondhand equipment click the link
below:
View Equipment
Back to Milton Sailing Club Home Page
This Web site is maintained by:

3.

Enter your name after: This Web site i3 maintained by:
Format the text Membership Details as a Heading in the large
font size.

Format the text Joining Milton Sailing Club as a Subheading
in the medium font s ze.

Format all of the other text as Body Text in the small font size.
Ensure that each of the 8 paragraphs is separated by a clear
linespace.
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4.

Format the paragraphs starting If you would like..., Send an
e-mail..., For a range of ... and This Web site is maintained
by: to be left aligned on the page. Format all other paragraphs
to be centre -aligned on the page.

Embolden the text Send an e-mail now by clicking on the
address below:.
Italicise the text new and secondhand equipment.
5.

Import the graphic yacht.gif and position

it

below the text

Membership Details and above the text Joining Milton
Sailing Club. Ensure that the graphic is centre -aligned on the
page. Adjust the size of the graphic if necessary.
6.

Save the new page with the name joining.htm.

7.

Load the new page into the Web browser and check the
appearance and spelling.

8.

Return to the HTML editor and correct any mistakes. Change
the background and text colours.

9.

Save the amenced joining.htm page to disc.

10. The new page should link back to the Milton Sailing Club
Home Page. Edit the new page to link the text Back to Milton
Sailing Club Home Page to the index.htm page.
Edit the text stella@milton.co.uk to be an e-mail link.
Edit the text View Equipment to be a link to the web site:

www.chandlers.com
Save the amended joining.htm page to disc.
11. The Home Page needs to link to the new page. Load the home
Page index.htm into your HTML editor. In the index.htm page
link the text Joining Milton Sailing Club to the newly -created
page, joining.htm.

12. Save the amended index.htm page to disc.
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13. Load the pages index.htm and joining.htm into your browser
(Internet Explorer, Netscape Navigator, etc.) and check that
the links between the two pages work.

14. The text for the third Web page, activities.htm is shown
below. Start a new page in your HTML editor and enter the
text.

Club Activities
We can offer:

Tuition by qualified and experienced instructors
Preparation for examinations
Regular competitons throughout the summer
Equipment can be provided
Lively social program
Return to Milton Sailing Club Home Page
Join Milton Sailing Club
This Web site is maintained by:

15. Format the page in the same style as the previous two :ages,
index.htm and joining.htm, including the three font SiZES and
suitable text alignment - left, right or centred.
Use emboldened and italicised text where appropriate.

Import the yacht.gif graphic and align as before.
16.

Edit the new page to link the text Return to Milton Sailing
Club Home Page to the index.htm page.

Edit the text Join Milton Sailing Club to be a link to the
joining.htm page.
17. Save the new page activities.htm to disc.
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18. The Home Page needs to link to the new page. Load the Home

Page index.htm into your HTML editor. In the index.htm
page, link the text Club Activities to the activities.htm page.
19. Save the amended index.htm page to disc.

20. Load the pages index.htm, joining.htm and activities.htm
into your browser (Internet Explorer, Netscape Navigator, etc.)
and check that the links between all three pages work. (You do
not need to test the e-mail and http:// links.)

21. From your browser, print a copy of each of the three Web
pages index.htm, joining.htm and activities.htm.
Print a copy of the HTML code for each of the three pages.

Publishing Your Web Site
At this stage you should have a separate folder cpntaining all of the
Web pages and the graphics file necessary for the simple Web site
created in the previous exercises. The next stage is to upload the files

to the server of the Internet
RR El

arc \H I ML Wilton Soiling Club
Fie

Eck

yew

Favofites

-.Back Address

01
rclex htm

4 &gofs)

loch

jASesch

Help
FDIdats

_IC \HT ML`Nliton Satin.; Ck,t

f

i

lortnq htrr,
5.00 KB

Go

011:11
acmmes Mm

yacht cif

IA My Compute,

i

Service Prcvider who will host
your site. Precise instructions

for this task are provided by
individual ISPs but the subject
is covered i i more detail in the
final chapter of this book,
Publishing Your Web Site.

We have now covered the basic skills needed for creating Web pages
using an HTML editor. The previous chapter described the creation of
Web pages by writing your own HTML code. As both methods cover the
same basic skills, the same self -assessment checklist is repeated at the
end of each chapter, for cc nvenience.

Most people will prefer the ease of use of an HTML editor for most of
their work while occasionally fine tuning the HTML code by hand, in a

text editor like Notepad. Word processors can be used to produce
HTML code, but they lack the features and versatility of an HTML editor.
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Checklist of Basic Internet Skills
This list follows closely the Assessment Objectives of Elemen: 3:

Publish Information on a Web Site, of the Internet Technologies Stage 1
course from Oxford Cambricge and RSA Examirations. You might wish
to check ycur progress against this list and, if iecessary, revisit any
topics requiring further work.

Objective

Achieved

Insert an image into a document, align and resize.

Use 3 different font sizes, snail, medium, large.
Embolden specified text.
Italicise specified text.

Align page tems as specified - left, right, centre.
Change the background colour of a document.
Link existing pages via specified text.

Link new page to existing pages via specified text.
Link existing pages to new page via specified text.
Link specified text to a speafied e-mail address.
Link specified text to a specified URL (http://)
Store the Web pages to disc.

Print Web pages from the browser software.
Print HTML source code for all Web pages.
Exit the software using the correct procedure.
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Publishing Your Web Site
Introduction
This is the final phase in the creation of your own Web site. Publishing
involves storing your Web site on an Internet serer computer which can
be accessed by thousands or even millions of people.
By now you should have:
1.

Created your Web pages either by w-iting your own HTML
code or by using an HTML editor/Web design program or
perhaps a word processor that creates HTML code.

2.

Checked the layout, appearance and spelling in the main
Internet browsers, namely Internet Explorer and Netscape
Navigator.

3.

Made any necessary modifications using your text edito - or
your HTML editor, before resaving the amended files.

4.

5.

Tested all of the hyperlinks to other pages and Web sites and
to mailto: links to e-mail addresses.

Saved all of the .html files in a new folder, dedicated to the
Web site, as shown below. This folder may also contain .g f or
.jpeg graphics files and any other files to be imported into the
Web pages.
C kHilh4L0.411ton Sailing Club

.r Back Address

-

L.J

eiSeaich

Folders

0> Go

C \HTML \Milton Sang Ckb

0:1
ndex htrr
rileTbrect(st

lOnintikiW
5 00 KB

activities

yacht get

griA37Cornputer
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There are several stages involved in publishing your Web site:
1.

You need to choose a Web host. This is a company providing

storage space on its Internet server computers, to which
people can upload and save their Web pages. The server
computers are accessible to the millions of people who surf the
Internet.
2.

So that other people can find your Web pages, you need to
obtain and register a domain name, which will be used in the
unique address or URL (Uniform Resource Locator) for your
Web site, such as:

www.jimgatenby.com
3.

You may need to obtain some special software to handle the
uploading of your files to the Internet server. This is known as
an FTP client, =ile Transfer Protocol being a well -established
system for copying files across the Internet.

4.

In order to maximize the number of visitors to your Web site,
the site should be registered with the main search engines.
You can add keywords and descriptions to your Web pages,
increasing the likelihood of your site being found and displayed

prominently, near the top of the listings of the results of
searches.

The above stages of publishing a Web site are discussed in more
detail on the following pages.
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Choosing a Web Host
Your Internet Service Provider (the company supplying your normal
Internet connection) may well offer some space for storing your Web
pages, typically 10-20MB. Scme companies offer this service free,
although your site may be used for advertising purposes. If you are a
private individual and just want to store a few a pages of 'iews and
information for friends and relatives, this may be adequate. AOL allows

every member to have 2MB of disc space on its servers, giving a
maximum of 10 or 14MB per Internet account. (AOL accounts can have
up to 7 screen names i.e. users).

If your needs are more demanding, for example because yours s a
company Web site, perhaps used for e -commerce, then you should
consider the specialist Web hosting companies. There are hundreds of
these but to ensure a good service it's probably safest to choose a web
host which has been personal y recommended cr favourably reviewed
in the press. Normally there is a startup fee of perhaps £25, inducing
your own domain name. The-eafter there may be a regular monthly fee,
depending on your requirements. A small user might pay £12 per month

for 35MB of disc space with 10 e-mail addresses. A larger company
might need 600MB of disc space with 150 e-mail addresses at a cost of
£120 a month.

Apart from the cost of the service and storage available, some otner
considerations when choosing a Web host are:
Do they set up you- domain name and register it for you?
Are the Internet servers fast and reliable?
Is their technical sLpport both accessible and helpful?

Is their system cornoatible with all of the features built into
your Web pages?

Can they provide you with the number of visitors to your site?
The following Web sites prov de details of Web hosts:

www.tophosts.com

www.findahost.com,

www.easyspace.ccm

www.freewebspace.net
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Obtaining a Domain Name
The domain name is Jsed in the unique address (URL or Uniform
Resource Locator) of your Web site. One type of domain name is based
on the Web host's address, such as:

www.webhost.com/jimgatenby
However, a neater solution is to use a virtual dcmain, created by the
Web host company, which would be simply:

www.jimgatenby.co.uk/

First, however, you must find out if your chosen domain name has
already been taken by someone else. This can be checked by
connecting to:

www.networksolutions.com/
The above site can also be used to register domain names, for which
there is a registration fee payable. For co.uk domain names you can
use:

www.nominet.org.uk/
The last part of the domain name consists of the domain type, followed
by the country code, as follows:

Examples of Domain Types
ac

Academic

gov

Government

corn

Commercial organization

mil

Military

CO

UK commercial organization

net

Internet Service

edu

Universities

org

Non-profit
organisation

Examples of Country Codes
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au

Australia

jp

Japan

ca

Canada

nl

Netherlands

de

Germany

no

Norway

fr

France

uk

United Kingdom
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Putting Your Web Pages onto the Internet - FTP
So your Web site has been created and the files are sitting on the lard
disc inside of your own computer in your home. office or college, etc.
The files must now be copied across the Internet and saved on the nard
disc of a server computer provided by your Web hosting company. The
precise destination on the server will be given to you by the host.
Although it is possible to download files across the Internet using an

Internet browser such as Internet Explorer or Netscape Navigator.
uploading files requires spe:ial software which uses the File Transfer
Protocol (FTP). As its name implies, FTP has been the standard
method of moving files arou lc the Internet for a long time. FTP servers
around the world contain thcusands of files which can be downloaded to
your computer. Instead of opening an account with the provider of the
FTP site, users are given restricted access to the server using the login
name "Anonymous". It's normal to use a person's e-mail address as

their password. Then you can browse the directories of files and
download any you require, to your computer.

In order to upload your Web s.te files to an Interret server computer you

need a program on your computer to manage the process. This is
known as an FTP client.

There are lots of FTP client programs, some of which can be
downloaded free from the Internet or on a time -limited free trial.
Amongst

popular

most

the

FTP

programs

CuteFTP

are

(http://www.cuteftp.com/) and WS_FTP (http:/.'www.ipswitch.com/)
GlobeISCAPE, Inc. - Micioson Internet I xplorei
Fie

Edit

yew

Back - -0

Fgvontes

Tools

Help

A ion& *Favorites jilHisloy

A3

r2=6.

.

Address ie] hitc, //row, culf9Pp rnml

Prod.. is

firotrilo.u1

Purl Is r

Support

lonip.,ny

The ivories favorite FTP client!
CuteFTP ,s the fastest, easiest way to transfer files across the
Internet. Whether publishing a Web page or downloading the latest
and software, CuteFTP provides the tools you need to
digital
make your life on the Net more enjoyable and productive.
EditOSS'

Chnicr

CuteFTP 4.1

839.15

flkit2tAtt giottiioad 'foal
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Some HTML editors i.e. Web design programs, have the FTP software
already built in. For example, if you select File anc Publish while using
Microsoft FrontPage, you are presented with the Publish Web dialogue
box shown below.
Publish Web
Specify the location to publish your web to:
Browse...

Click he

if you don't have a web presence provider

(.; Publish changed pages only

Publish all pages, overmiting any already on the destination

rI-

Include subwebs

Secure connection recuited (SSL)

Qptions t

I

Publish

I

Cancel

j

Please note in the above dialogue box that the destination for your Web
pages must be specified in the slot after http://. If you haven't already
chosen a Web host, click the button labelled WPPs.... This connects
your computer to the Internet and displays a list of registered Web
Presence Providers for Microsoft Front Page, allowing you to choose
your Web host. These companies should provide a service which is fully
compatible with Microsoft FrontPage and all of its Web page features.
Also notice in the previous dialogue box that in addition to publishing all
of the pages for a Web si-.e, you can instead publish only the pages that
have changed. This enables a Web site to be updated quickly.
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Publishing Web Pages on AOL
AOL makes 2MB of free Web space, called My Space, available to
each "screenname" or merrber. Since an AOL account can have up to

7 screennames, this makes up to 14MB available on every AOL
account. The procedure for uploading Web pages to this free Web
space has been made very simple by AOL. The user is shielded from
many of the technicalities involved in using FTP client prcgrams, like
logging on with an "anonymous" name. However, AOL also provides the
option to download an FTP client program. Then, if you wish, yoJ can
do the file transfer work yourself by the traditional FTP method. Both
methods of uploading Web pages to an Internet server are discussed in
the following pages, using AOL as the Web host.

Uploading Web Pages Using AOL's Own FTP Tool
AOL members first log on to AOL in the usual way. Then FTP is entered

as a Keyword. This opens the File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
shown below.
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The File Transfer Protocol (FTP) window shown on the previous page
includes a lot of background information about FTP, for the newcomer
to the subject. There is a button to download FTP client programs as an
alternative to AOL's own FTP tool.
However, in the context of uploading our own Web pages, we need to
select Go to your free Web space shown at the bottom of the previous

File Transfer Protocol (FTP) window. This leads to the user's Web
space, which is located at http://members.aol.com/screenname/,
where screenname is the AOL user name or login name.
AOL

...1.12124

Ede E* Ytmdow awl Ott

HOP

13TX=1:111111=1:1111111111=2/WN11

=201111.11111111111111

10

csaams Q. Qt> ttl

Type Keywords a Web Arid zi

Knyweeto

SCUM NILO

4 members aol com /puogatenht

Wu,

(D,..11112U

(45 Connected to members.aol.com

Yews

Gum

Uploaded

Filenarna

Byte Size

N ew

Inw

CI 06/02/01 private

ere

twin
Neer
ems

saw
ereel

ham
Two
U IN

Wes
Wow

LIKI
Uhkurs

Lig
Upload

Cu.*.

I

N

Later the above window will list all of the files for the Web pages
uploaded to our Web site Note also the Utilities button, which allows
you to delete or rename Web pages from the site and also the Create
Directory button.

Now click the Upload button to start the process of transferring files
from your computer to the hard disc on the server computer of your
Web host.
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A window opens in which you enter, in the Remote Filename slo: the
name of the first file in your Web site, index.html in this example.
e. nriothr, noi

on.

Remote I ilename

I,4 ,IPr
r; ASCII [text documeeta) C Binary (programs and graphics'
C ete el

Sibedese

The Transfer Mode must also be set. .html and other text files are set

as ASCII while graphics aic programs files are set as Binary. Click
Continue and the Upload File dialogue box appears, from which you
click Select File.

S
Seed

Select

Fee

Fie:
:int 'Nei.

Paqapshrns bookeLndat html

This allows you to select the required file from your own hard disc The
full path to the file is automatically entered at the bottom of the 11.-Aoad
File dialogue box shown atove. In this example the path is:

C:\Jims Web Pages \Jims Bookskindex.html

Now click Send and the the is copied to your Web space. HTML files
are transferred very quickly, but as shown below, bulky graphics files
take a lot longer to upload.
el,

I tanstri

GOZ

Now Uploading Cover gif

1111111111C__
Less Mar a minute remaining

Sign Off After Transfer

fini.h Lite,

Cancel
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The process just described must be repeated for each of the files to be
uploaded. At the end of the process your Web space should give details

of the uploaded files. Connect to AOL and enter FTP as a Keyword
then Go to your free Web space. Your uploaded files should be listed
as shown below:
mesat..11 ad coo trle.rden.

ke)

Connected to members aol corn
Filnama

Vploaded

4 06/02/01

traokhot hIrni

06/05/01

creel pd

14913

571170

Dmate

Ca 06/02101

C.r."

Byte Sae

README fusersFAC

08/05101

Oowr. of
Noy

C.r..Me.

6yee,

The files I uploaded were index.html, booklist.html and cover.gif. You

are now ready to test your Web pages on-line by logging on to the
Internet
and
typing
the
address:
http:/tmembers.aol.com/
pagename.html into AOL or a Web browser such as Internet Explorer

or Netscape Navigator. Any problems will need :o be corrected by
reverting to the HTML editor or text editor on your cwn computer. Then
you will need to save the corrected file and upload it to your Web space,
replacing the previous version on the Web.

Deleting and Renaming Web Pages and Files
The Utilities button in the members.aol.com window shown previously
allows you to delete any Web pages or files you no longer need. You
can also Rename files and there is a Create Directory button.
Connected to members.aol.com
*GI co.
???rt?

?Ite???(

Remote Filename:
Index Nall
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Using an FTP Program to Upload Your Web Pages
If you wish to control the entire file transfer pro:ess yourself, then you
need an FTP client program installed on your computer. For subscribers
to AOL there's a button for downloading FTP client programs of the
main File Transfer Protocol (FTP) window shown below on the left.
utr

F

1::INLIFTE

b Using another FTP client with AUL
b About your FTPNYeb space

drak
...r?

I Building ycurWeb site

Download
FTP r heat

Go to your free Web space

Otherwise you need to connect to the Web site of the company
providing the software. For example, the popular FTP client WS_FTP is
available from:

http://www.ipswitch.com
3 WVIC mm r,, ill
Eio

Edit

3 Back -

llonotpooe Mruoroll Inle,nel Explorer

Yew
-

Finvnies

Toon

Help

jHistoly
(>Go

WS_FTP, Pro 6.7

No

manic,

The Professional Way to Move Flies. A fast and easy way
to transfer files over the Internet Nowfvrth SSL support'

Download Evaluation
oom

Buy It for $39.951$45
'wet dalmant

_

As shown above, there are the usual options to buy the software on-line

or to download a free teal version. The trial version expi-es after 30
days, at which point you can purchase a full version, for a small fee. The
downloaded file is placed in your downloac folder with the name
f_x86t32.exe. Double clicking its name or icon installs

the software on your computer. You can choose to
place the icon for WS_FTP Pro (shown right) either on
the Windows Desktop or in My Computer.

WS_FTP Pro
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Once you have installed an FTP client program on your computer, it can
be used for file transfer tasks in general, not just the uploading of Web
pages currently under discussion.
A typical procedure for using an FTP program is as follows:
Log on to your Internet Service Provider in the normal way.

Open your FTP client program and click Connect.

Log on again (while still logged on to your Internet Service
Provider), with the user name Anonymous, with your e-mail
address as the password.

Enter the name of the server which is to host your Web
pages.

Select the files for your Web site from your local hard disc,
usually in the left-hand panel of the FTP client.

Give the comrrand to transfer the files from your local hard
disc to the Web host's server. The transferred files appear in
the right-hand panel of the FTP client program.

Setting Up WS_FTP
In this example the FTP client WS_FTP is used, with AOL as the Web
space host. First some setting up of the software is needed. You can
select New Site (File and New Site...) and give the site a name and
you must enter the Host Name.

Genre a See named
Ilmrnv

Host Name co IP Addiess:

Ire

%,"-A

I
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WS_FTP can be used for file transfers in general, not just Web paces in
the .htm or .html format. To ensure that these files are transferred in the
required ASCII format used for text files, we need to add .htm and .html
in the Extensions tab accessed from Options it WS_FTP.
WS F I P Pro Properties
General

Advanced

I

Session

I

I©
Display

I

Session Icalt')

I

Sounds

I

I

Lod

Eiderinom

Convert

I

I

Pro

Assoaahorrs

gC11 Fdenames and Eid3nnons
12elete

html

h Auto -Mode. al lies are tram:Farad as briery
unless the filename a extension to listed here
Any fie with a fienarne or extension fisted here
le transferred as ASCII. This apples to

him
html
T

T

larders view, Execute and Eck.

In the main Connection w ndow in WS_FTP you must enter the Host
Name: i.e. the Internet servar which is the destination for your Web
pages. In line with FTP practice, the UseriD: is Anonymous and the
password is your e-mail address. The password should be saved.
Eb Edt Yaw brio
kWh* I newel'
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,__J Anh-Vint

. Li aches end Mom,

.t..1

LI reel):

_j Games

j He/bowie
-

Ngst Nara

'members eel coo,

lAnoeYno.
onG devt.@eol

eastward

j Ipswtch
at -count

Ipartch
Ipswetch Bohm

aat
JenGaterty
WS_FTP Ro Patch
WS_FT P16

WSFT P32

konr,Ocet
r Save Pars ltrold

r Senn, Acourt

I

Famed

-

P Name Mode
Local Folder

Lornrnert

AdranDed Properties

um*

The setting up process jus-, cescribed is a one-off process, not rezuired
in future uploads to your Web site, which will therefore be mach simpler.
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Copying Files From Your Hard Disc to the Internet Server
The previous setting -up work can be carried out off-line. Next we must
log on to our Internet Service provider in the usual way, i.e. with the
User Name and Password which are used for normal Internet access.

Now start WS_FTP from Start and Programs and click Connect. This

will log you onto your Web space, using Anonymous as your user
name and your e-mail address as the password, saved earlier.
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Next browse, in the left-hand panel above, to select from your own hard
disc, the files

to be uploaded. The Remote Site slot shows the

destination for your Web pages, on the Internet server. When you click
the right -pointing arrow (shown in the middle of the window above), the
files are uploaded to your Web space and listed in tie right-hand panel
above.

Editing a Web site
You can Delete or Rename Web pages, after highlighting their files in
the right-hand panel shown above. The Rename and Delete buttons
are greyed out but just visible. To update Web pages, simply amend the
pages on your local hard disc and upload them as previously described.
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Attracting Visitors to Your Web Site
A Web site may be created fcr a variety of purposes. You may wish to
share information with friends, relatives or people sharing 3 common
interest or hobby. Alternatively, you might need to publish the resu is of

academic research to as wide an audience as possible. Or your
purpose may be purely commercial, with a product or service to sell.
Whatever the purpose of your site, you need to encourage as r any
people as possible to visit.

Once your site is up and running, visitors are like y to arrive from va-ous
sources:
People who type your URL (e.g. http://www.mywebsite.cc.uk/)

into a Web browser, such as Internet Explorer or Netscape
Navigator.

Surfers who finish up at your Web site after clicking a lirk on
another Web site.

People who have entered key words into a sea-ch engine
such as Google, cr after clicking Search in their Web browser
like Internet Explorer or Netscape Navigator.

Gok...stc- ado. need See ch

'Russian BiL,

F,et,ences

Google Sewth

l

I'm Feeling Lucky

Search a the web r pages from the UK
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Publicising Your Web Address (URL)
If people are to visit your site after typing your URL in the address bar of
their browser, you must publicise the URL as widely as possible. This
can be included as a standard addition (or "signature") to all of your e -

mails. In the case of a company, the URL should be carried on all of
your business cards, stationery and advertisements.

Links From Other Web Sites

Web sites which cover subjects relevant to your own site may find it
mutually profitable (in terns of attracting visitors) if your sites are linked
in both directions. So, for example, if your site is about the Russian Blue
(a breed of cat), contact similar Web sites to arrange links. This should

increase the number of visitors to

all

of the linked sites and also

increase the amount of information available to the Web surfer.

Finding Your Site as a Result of a Search
When someone types a key word relating to your site into a search tool
such as Excite, AltaVista, or Google, the result of the search may be a
list containing hundreds thousands or even hundreds of thousands of
Web pages containing your key words. Obviously if your Web page is

well down the list of results, even the most persistent of people will
probably give up before looking at your site. (Most of us, apparently,
only look at a relatively small number of entries at the front of the list
before abandoning a particular search).
Much time and effort has been spent in devising ways of ensuring that a
Web page is found by search tools and then placed high in the listing of

results. Some of the strategies intended to help your Web site to be
promoted in the list of search results are as follows:
Register your site with the well-known search engines.

Include in your Web pages relevant and concise key words.
These should be in the title and near the top of the page and
also scattered frequently throughout the pages.
Arrange for your site to be linked to other similar Web sites. A
site which is the destination of many links will be highly rated
and promoted towards the top of search lists.
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Search Tools
There are two categories of search tool, namely directories and search

engines. Yahoo and LookSmart are examples of directories, Nhile
AltaVista, Lycos, Excite, HotBot and Google are well-known search
engines. A search engine contains an index with the contents of mi lions
of Web pages. The search feature in Internet Explorer allows you to use
a single search service or a whole battery of search tools.

(2..1.1 se the search As se tart to smart seatehric

Use cine search ere tor al searches

Red &Web page
MSN Search

AlaVnta
GoTo corn
Lycos

MSN Search

r Excite

GoTo corn
AliaVtsta

r Yahoo'
r Euloseek

Lycos

r Northern Light

Directories
To register your Web site with a directory, you send them a description
of your site together with the URL for your site. This is reviewed by an
editor who decides whether or not to include the description of your site
in the directory. When you initiate a search using a directory, on y the
descriptions are searched to find matches wth your criteria. If you

subsequently tweak your Web pages (as discussed shortly) n an
attempt to improve their prominence in search results, this will make no
difference when using a directory. If a search fails using a directory such
as Yahoo, you can use a search engine via links at the bottom of the
search page. In a directory the results of a search are organized into
categories as shown below when "gardening" was entered into Yahoo.
x

Search

Categories

Books@
Directories (7)

Fences and
gardening

Search

261 Catelsones and 639 G'Itts

Gates@

Horticulture@
Hydroponics
(69)

Irrigation 00

Pest Contro.
(63)

Plant Markers
(3)

Planters and
Windowboxes
(58) Pawl

Ponds and
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Search Engines
It is usually recommended that you submit the URL of your Web site to
all of the major search engines and you will normally have to complete a
form containing all of your personal and/or business details.

Search engines use a crawler or spider to follow every link and visit
every page on your Web site. The URLs are added to the search engine

index, together with the text from every page visited. The crawler
repeats the visits, perhaps every few weeks, to make sure the index is
up-to-date. Some people create a crawler page for their Web site, which
is a listing of all of the URLs to be included in the search engine index.
Searching involves looking for key words in every page in the index.

Improving Your Web Site's Ranking in Search Results
There are several ways to get your Web page high up in the lists of
search results. These include using short and relevant key words or
phrases near the top of each page, especially in the <title> and <meta>
tags. For example, to promote a Web site on garden design:

<title>garden design</tttle>

<meta name="description"content="garden design">
<meta name="keywords"content="garden design">
The text in the title tag normally appears in the first line of your site's
entry in a search results list, as the link to your Web site. The text in the
meta description usually appears in the results list just below the link.
These words must capture the interest of a person when they scan the
results list after a search. If the words don't seem relevant, concise and
meaningful, the person searching the Web will probably not bother to
visit your site.
You should also allow for likely spelling mistakes. For example, all sorts

of attempts are made at my seemingly straightforward name, from
Gatesby to Gattonby to Gately. So likely spellings and misspellings of
any key words should be included in the <title> and <meta> tags.

You can also scatter key words generously around the Web pages.
However, If this is overdone it is regarded as cheating or "spamming"
and may cause your pages to be ejected by the search engine staff.
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Appendix
The Internet Technologies Stage 1 Course
The following syllabus has been reproduced with the permission of
Oxford Cambridge and RSA Examinations. The syllabus consists of the
following three Elements and associated Assessment Objectives:

Use Electronic Mail For Business Communication
1.1 Transmit messages electronically: reply, forward, multiple send,
copy, attach file, use acdress books, save and print.

1.2 Receive messages electronically: access and store message and
attachment, store address, delete message.
1.3 Use appropriate software accurately: select appropriate software,
enter data, access mail server, print messages and attachment.
Use the Internet for On -Line Research

2.1 Navigate the World Wide Web to access remote data: navigate
using hyperlinks, access specific pages, sto-e and retrieve adcress.

2.2 Use on-line search techniques to retrieve remote data: use local
and general search engines, retrieve specified da".a, retrieve
specified page.

2.3 Use appropriate software accurately, select appropriate software,
print Web pages.

Publish Information on a Web Site
3.1

Compose and edit a Web page: create Web page, insert inage,
use emphasis, align page items, change background colour.

3.2

Create a Web Structure: link pages, add new page, add ex-.ernal
link, add e-mail link, test links, store Web pages.

3.3

Use appropriate software accurately: select appropriate software,
enter data, print source code, print Web pages.

More information about the Information Technology Stage 1 course is
given on the next page.
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Obtaining Further Information
Many students take Internet Technologies Stage

1

at a

Further

Education or Business College. Some schools also offer such courses,
often as Adult Education Classes in the evening or for a few hours in the
day time. Further details of Internet Technologies Stage 1 and many
other IT courses (such as the popular CLAIT computer literacy course)
can be obtained from:
OCR (Oxford Cambridge and RSA Examinations)
Westwood Way
Coventry
CV4 8JC)

www.ocr.org.uk

Publications
The OCR Web site listed above has a full list of publications available to

the general public and there is an on-line order form. The relevant
publications for Internet Technologies Stage 1 are:
N474

L204

Internet Technologies Stage 1 '00 Information Brief

Internet Technologies Stage

1

'00 Tutor's Handbook and

Syllabus
G021
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Internet Technologies Stage 1 '00 Sample Assignments

Index
Address ba
Address book
adding contacts

27
19
20

Attachments

21

BMP files
Bookmarks

86
42

Clickable images
Colour codes, hexadecimal
Copernic

96
98
35

downloading

Country codes
CuteFTP

Directories
Domain names
Domain types
Downloading software
Editing a Web site
E-mail
addresses
attachments
deleting
Forwarc feature
inviting
process
receiving
Reply All feature
Reply feature
requirements
saving
sending
testing

51

134
135

33 147
134
134
49
144
1

10
21

16
18

84, 121
1

16
18
17
4

Favorites
42
135
File Transfer Protocol
Folder, create new 52,63 79,107
Forward facility
18
101
FrontPage
135

FTP

GIF files
Google
Graphics
file Extensions
images
inse-ting in Web

History feature
Home page

86

28,37-39
86
111

87, 112
45

64, 80, 95, 107
80

Hotmail

11

HTML
code, using Notepad
code, viewing
code, writing
page layout effects
page structure
saving
text effects
text, background colours
HTTP:

61

Hyperlinks
add ng
images as hyperlinks

78

61, 110
70
76
71

63, 80
72
75
26
58

83, 114
97

16
14
14
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Image formats
Images
as hyperlinks

85
111

97, 123

Inserting graphics in Web 87, 112
Internet server
Internet Technologies Stage 1
Internet, connections to

Searching

4

86

Links

58

Web pages, AOL
Web site

137

agent
engines
saving
tools

152

149
80
12

49

Saving
searches
Web graphics
Web pages
Search

26, 58, 132

2

Printing a Web page
Publishing

Reply All facility
Reply facility

33
27

Text Editor
62, 78
Text Effects
103
Thumbnail images
96, 114, 124
Uniform Resource Locator 26, 58
Uploading using FTP
141
Uploading Web pages, AOL
137
URL

OCR course, publications
Offline, working
Outlook Express, Using

40

57

149

JPEG files

Mailboxes

28

basics
using directories
using the address bar

131

18
17

Web
browser
graphics, saving
host
page
editing
printing
publishing
saving
using HTML editor
viewing
65,

Web site
attracting visitors
44
48
46
35

32, 148
44

30, 147

creating
publishing

WinZip
Work offline
WS_FTP

58
48
133

66, 109
49
68, 131

46, 107
101

80, 108
144
145
57
131
50

80
141

0-85934-494-0 ISBN

Advanced

El Intermediate

494 BP
0

Beginners
book. the throughout

included are checklists -assessmentself and exercises practice
Relevant Examinations. RSA and Cambridge Oxford, from course
Stage Technologies Internet the for needed skits the covers book This
site. your to visitors attracting
and host Web a to pages uploading by site Wet your Publishing
e-mail. invite which links also and images thumbnail
from links including pages, Web connect to hyperlinks Inserting
page. Web into formatting text and colour graphics, Inserting
FrontPage.
Microsoft as such software design Web using by also and language
HTML the in code own your writing by pages Web Creating
Internet. the from software Downloading
pages.
Web from information and graphics text, printing and Saving
favourites. and bookmarks using reference future for sites Storing
techniques.
simple using results search the of relevance the Improving
agents. search and directories engine;, search Using
bar. address the using pages Web for searching and Accessing
attachments. e-mail as file of types all receiving and Sending
book. address the using efficiently contacts e-mail Managing
facilities. forward and reply the using s e-mai to Responding
-mails. e your managing aid receiving Sending,
1
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